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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

      Generally, floating point multiplication (FPM) is utilized for several applications 

like image & signal processing [1]. In this, the multiplication model is used to 

enhance the power utilizing and time in the operations. Also, the IEEE 754 standard 

offering better performance in the parameters like delay, area, and power. FPM is the 

crucial IP for the modern multimedia and attained high efficiency in the computing 

process like the process in the image and signals as well as graphics acceleration. This 

standard is utilized for FPM various formats like Single precision (SP), Double 

Precision (DP) and Quadruple Precision (QP). Moreover, several determinations are 

made for recent literatures to improve the effectiveness of the computations based on 

the floating point. However, these computations require high area and utilized more 

power also it is very complex to design. Also, this complexity decreases the FP unit 

accuracy, which is the necessary limitation of FP. Moreover, the exactness of the 

FPM improved the area, delay and power[2]. So, the multiplication module is must 

used in the FP process, which can reduce the delay, power and area.  

             For the applications in the multimedia, the general processors given to the 

superior directions. Also in the previous, the integer numbers are modified for 

simulation multimedia directions but now a days, numbers in the floating point is 

modified and provide better outcomes, which is utilized for several applications. In 

multimedia processes, FPM is employed as the useful functions for developing chips. 

 

Fig: 1.1 Block diagram of FPGA Accelerator 
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Fig: 1.2 Cipher modelling 

           The FPGA Accelerator and crypto cipher model is well defined in Fig: 1.1 and 

Fig: 1.2 respectively. In cipher model there are several blocks, each block should 

perform the specific operation. Several multiplication algorithms are utilized in the 

floating point such as Karatsuba, Toom cook and Urdhva-Tiryagbhyam to improve 

the performance of FP. Also, the FP number is categories at three various parts that 

are sign, exponent, mantissa. These FP number is denoted in the format of IEEE 754 

standard, which is represented in Fig: 1.3. This format is generally used various 

formats such as SP, and DP here, SP is the 32-bit wide and DP is the 64-bit wide. In 

this, most important bit of the FPM is sign bit. 

 

Fig: 1.3 Floating point format in IEEE 754 
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1.2 SPFP Representation 

The IEEE format has several categories of FP formats that are mainly used in 

numerous modern DSPs. There, 2 categories of FP in IEEE 754 standards, which are 

IEEE SPFP format and IEEE DPFP format. The representation of SPFP is mentioned 

in Fig: 1.4 the 1st bit of this is represented as sign bit and the following 8 bits are 

represented as exponent and finally, the last 23 bits are denoted as mantissa bits. 

Sign Exponent Mantissa

32 bits

1 bit 8 bits 23 bits

 

Fig: 1.4 SPFP representation in IEEE 754 format 

1.3 DPFP Representation 

This DPFP required the 64-bit word in the IEEE format that is numbered in the range 

of 0-63 and considered as left to right. In this, the bits are represented as sign, 

exponent and mantissa. The 1st bit of this is represented [3] as sign bit and the next 11 

bits are represented as exponent and finally, the final 52 bits are denoted as fraction 

bits. The representation of DPFP is mentioned in Fig: 1.5. 

Sign Exponent Mantissa

64 bits

1 bit 11 bits 52 bits

 

Fig: 1.5 DPFP representation in IEEE format 

1.4 Floating Point Multiplication (FPM) 

IEEE 754 describes SPFP and DPFP number formats and the DPFPM is employed to 

perform an SP multiplication, however, these are requiring supplementary processing 

because the functions must be translated to the DP by appending zeros and after 

multiplication, the result must be translated to the IEEE754 format. We perform DSP 

multipliers using a DPM. Moreover, the process of the FPM is mentioned in Fig: 1.6 

using the blocks. 
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Fig: 1.6 Normal FPM 

Also, FPM denotes the values among the integers and it has the biasing factor so it 

signifies the values with highest range. These are the two main features of the FP 

multiplication. However, this FPM functions is very slow than the other operations 

done with the use of integers.  

1.5 FPGA Accelerators 

A FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) is an incorporated circuit comprising of an 

assortment of rationale squares, I/O cells and interconnection assets and this permits 

the chip to be reconfigured to associate the sources of info and yields (I/O) and 

rationale squares together from various perspectives. The representations of the 

permanent points and floating points are generally used in numerous applications. It is 

mainly applicable for designing process of the DSP applications. Also, floating point 

is demonstrated as very small to large numbers, which employed with the improved 

range. Every rationale square has customarily the capacity to do a basic rationale 

activity, for example, AND or XOR, and for the most part contains some level of 

memory, it be a straightforward flip-flop or a progressively intricate square of 
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memory. The rationale squares have developed to be more rationale work squares 

utilizing query tables inside the squares to switch the current capacity; to perform 

assignments such math tasks.  

This perspective on FPGA is just piece of what a cutting-edge FPGA is the 

current FPGAs are beginning to go too far of FPGA and on-chip framework. Be that 

as it may, the genuine intensity of the FPGA is as yet the center characteristic of 

having various rationale hinders that can be associated together to perform greatly 

equal, constant. It is hard to think about CPU execution against FPGAs [5]. CPU 

benchmarking is normally determined as how long capacities take to execute, and 

how quick they run though FPGA execution depends on information throughput. 

Present day CPUs run in the request for GHz, for instance a cutting edge CPU may 

have four centers that run at 2.4 GHz each. Nearly, speed savvy a FPGA is 

exceptionally moderate running at moderate frequency. This resembles a frightening 

distinction and might make one marvel, how a FPGA can be sufficiently quick to be 

of any value. This is the place the equal handling nature of a FPGA comes in.  

Instead of being worried about how quick a FPGA can run, we are keen on the 

information rate it can deal with. On the off chance that we investigate the above 

picture for instance stream of information; we can perceive how the speed is just piece 

of the condition. Information comes in to the FPGA, it persuades split up to be equal 

handled, the information at that point takes care of into various capacities. 

With improved innovation, there has been a significant development in the 

measure of information. In numerous far off situations with constrained 

correspondence data transmission, there is a reasonable need to defeat this by utilizing 

far off usefulness in the framework such as utilizing movement estimation in savvy 

devices [6]. As security prerequisites develop, the preparing necessities will just need 

to increment. New types of figuring designs are required. In late 70's, Lamport 

established the framework of equal structures misusing information level parallelism 

(ILP) utilizing remaining burden vectorisation and mutual memory parallelisation, 

utilized broadly in Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). Current vitality prerequisites 

and constraints of Dennard scaling have acted to restrict clock scaling and in this way 

diminish future preparing abilities of GPUs or multi-center designs. FPGA structures 

speak to an appealing option for increasing speed as they involve ARM processors 

and programmable rationale for quickening registering serious activities.  
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FPGA structures speak to an appealing option for speed as they involve ARM 

processors and programmable rationale for hastening registering serious activities. 

FPGAs are the necessary computing platform, which provides configurability, 

pipelining, and concurrency. However, it has not been recognized as a conventional 

computing platform. Moreover, the major inhibitor is generally utilized the expert 

programming tools, recitation events based on hardware description language (HDL). 

Moreover, it has been utilized the implementation based on high-level software design 

tools like Xilinx’s Vivado High-level Synthesis (HLS) & Intel’s (Altera’s) compiler 

for OpenCL. The concept has been raised though the level then a gap still exists 

among adaptability, routine & efficient ingesting of the FPGA sources. Yet, enterprise 

mixture and place-and-route necessary in the FPGA design flow that can be utilized 

for consuming time depends on the design complexity & size. Moreover, the FPGA 

design flow is modified based on software or procedure developers and constrains the 

technology with wider use. To reducing the issues in the researches the FPGA 

platform is utilized for hardware construction that succeeds edit-compile-run stream 

accustomed to software. Also, the process developers used FPGA instead of hardware 

separation & place-and-route. Moreover, this model achieved the inhabiting FPGA 

logic with high quantity of soft-core computers that are utilizing programmable 

acceleration. Thus, this fundamental construction of FPGA is very flexible and that is 

automated based on conservative software expansion techniques. Nevertheless, the 

dare is to form an FPGA resolution that is extra effortlessly automatic whilst still 

ensuring the high presentation. Although FPGA-based mainframe constructions occur 

like Altera’s NIOS, Xilinx’s MicroBlaze, and others. We suggest an Image mainframe 

personalized to accelerate image processing processes, thereby if an excellent 

mapping between FPGA resources, speed and encoding efficiency. Usually, the 

cipher procedure is a 128 bit symmetric block cipher that allows the key length of 

128, 192 and 256 bits and also has very strong keys. Its competence is better on both 

of the hardware podium and also the Intel Pentium and extra software; similarly it is 

the kind of AES. 

Usually, the cipher Algorithm is a 128 bit symmetric block cipher that allows 

the key length of 128, 192 and 256 bits and also has very strong keys in Fig: 1.7. Its 

efficiency is better on both of the hardware platform and also the Intel Pentium and 

other software, also it is the type of AES. 
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Fig: 1.7 Basic Encryption Block 

It also accepts the additional key length is to be implementable on a various 

applications and other platforms which are suitable for a hash function, stream cipher 

and MAC. Also, the AES is effectively implemented in FPGA accelerator to reduce 

the processing time. 

  The present FPGAs are quick and huge enough to permit equipment usage of 

different calculations that work quicker contrasted with their product just partners 

executing on broad reason microchips. There is a plenty of exploration endeavors 

with respect to the utilization of FPGA quickening agents to accelerate basic pieces of 

computationally-serious projects. They differ in extension and manner by which 

speeding up is cultivated; notwithstanding, they all depend on some sort of 

parallelism, and their exhibition is controlled by the quantity of simultaneously 

working useful units [8]. Because of its essentialness in science and designing, 

network augmentation strategies and their enhancements are an all the time 

contemplated subject in the field of both programming and equipment structure. Its 

characteristic parallelism is particularly intriguing from the part of different equal and 

disseminated frameworks.  

FPGA framework augmentation turned into a feasible quicker option in 

contrast to programming executions from the second when FPGA began to offer a 

possibly better duplication execution than microchips, that is, the point at which they 

began to incorporate a devoted multiplier squares answers for FPGA thick network 

augmentation issue have very comparative designs, since they all rely upon the 

exemplary square framework increases calculation [9]. Quicker calculations do exist, 

in any case, they are considerably more unpredictable, and for the most part not 

reasonable for equipment execution. Since there is not a lot of space for upgrades in 

the building space, it is conceivable to accomplish better execution fundamentally by 

actualizing bigger number of littler and quicker coasting point units. 
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In general, Application Specification Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are utilized 

for obtaining substantial speed improvement in the fields such as signal processing, 

scientific computations and communications. Moreover, the FPGA reconfigurable 

devices are utilized for correlating with ASICs with the use of adopting the novel 

approaches. These are utilized in several applications for attaining better performance 

in terms of speed, power, and area. Also, these algorithms are attained high speed, 

lower power, and very less area for communicating. Moreover, several tasks are 

disseminated to another CPU cores in the conventional schemes through the 

intelligent bridges. Hence, this paper introduced the model for interacting solitary 

CPU core with FPGA high end reconfigurable devices through the PCIe bridge.  

In recent, the DPFP functions like arithmetic operations are utilized for several 

applications such as signal processing, scientific calculations, and logic units. 

However, the DPFP multiplication in the mantissa gets some difficulties during 

processing. When implementing mantissa 53x53 multiplication, it requires high area 

for processing and provide less performance. According to this issue, the new process 

is developed and it reduces the above issues. This method is developed algorithms in 

Karatsuba and Toom Cook multiplication, which is required lower amount of 

multiplication in the hardware when comparing other conventional methods [10]. 

Also, this method details the designing and simulation of the FPGA accelerator for 

DPFPM for attaining high performance.  

Thus, this manner is obtained lower delay and power with the use of effective 

resources. Here, The FPGA accelerator is utilized for FPM process and it provides 

better outcomes as well as the simulation of this manner depend on the use of DSP 

blocks in the embedded FPGA for permitting high amount of processing elements 

(PEs). In this, the control unit of the FPGA accelerator is improved the PEs depends 

on the exterior task request is developed from CPU. Here, the best outcomes are 

attained with the use of multipliers and adders in the FPGA that are aligned pipelined, 

which are used embedded FPGA sources for attaining lower area and highest clock 

frequency. Therefore, this manner simulation is done using Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA and 

used 8PEs that is running at high speed. Moreover, this proposed manner has the 

feature that is it is not needed number of CPU cores.  

The multiplication procedure is one of the indispensable math work, which is 

applied for a few correspondences, picture and video handling, and systems. This 
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floating-point programming is extreme inside the computerized plan principally based 

projects. The FPM approach is used for lessening the difficulties of design 

multifaceted nature, huge area usage and admission of intensity. The FPM standard is 

the IEEE 754 that is classes at Single Precision FP (SPFP) and Double Precision FP 

(DPFP). This technique subtleties the SPFP in the IEEE standard and here this SPFP 

utilized the 32 bits like mantissa utilized 23 bits, exponent utilized 8 bits and sign 

utilized 1bit for preparing. Additionally, this work handled on the SPFP technique 

utilizing multiplication module dependent on SSA. The SPFP based FPGA is planned 

utilizing the combinational circuits. At the point when connection the SP and DP 

outline of viper gives the better upgraded outcomes to FPGA recreation [11]. Here, 

the proposed SPFP SSA is FFT that gives the productive outcomes in speed 

estimation and precision estimation. In the speed improvement instrument utilizes the 

HDL code for reenacting the SPFP-SSA gadget. Consequently, the proposed SPFPM 

is performed dependent on the SSA approach. There are different classes of 

multiplication are utilized in the floating point, for example, Toom cook, Karatsuba. 

In here, SSA model is utilized for the multiplication in SPFP. The fundamental 

component of the proposed SSA model is to give high productivity when the whole 

number worth is more prominent than 5 digits decimal. The proposed model gives the 

exhibition in region and force is determined utilizing the ongoing reproduction of 

FPGA. In FPGA there are several annotated functions especially auto parametric 

applications like Vivado. The, auto Vivado links the FPGA metrics to the key role as 

Task Superior. This is essential for rare packages run time in demand to distinguish 

the kind and amount of accelerators in a frame work FPGA in Fig: 1.8. This 

compiling procedure is mechanically completed with the support of compiler that 

avoid the user flaws and rapid the hardware process. Computer operator can 

neutralize the accelerators group to diminish the general assembling period, if they 

obligate the before generated. Moreover, It receipts attention of implementing tasks 

glossed by the computer operator in the obtainable possessions. The situation has a 

yarn team shaped by evasion, the requirement graph recycled to shape the tasks that 

silent have the undecided data needs to be determined. 
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Fig: 1.8 FPGA Process 

Successively threads generate tasks and supplement the necessity graph. When 

numbers necessities have been managed, the filament perceiving this position 

exchanges the necessity-free errands to the assignment tarn. On the side of FPGA the 

special IP is considered as Task Manager, the chief role of job administrator is to 

monitor the accelerator speed. Once the validation of accelerator model is defined 

then the output stream is developed.  

The code appealing the varied commission matrix increase and the impression 

of filaments in the processing time. The tasks are enrolled with FPGA parameters 

with its function. This permits the runtime scheme to choice the finest variety to track 

at any assumed opinion in period [12]. This is completed by relating a arranging 

strategy that receipts these substitute applications into explanation. Tasks marked with 

the riggings clause gadget the identical functionality as extra errands but through a 

dissimilar code. At assemble period, two forms of the duty are erected levelling 
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dissimilar computing units. At the execution time, the tasks were executed on the core 

strategies. 

1.6 Crypto Key Exchange in FPGA 

Crypto algorithms have a history of older civilization. The first identified use of 

cryptography was in ancient Egypt. With the quick development of network and 

multimedia technologies, the digital information has been functional to many areas in 

real-world applications. Communication has become a significant aspect in daily life, 

so security theatres a vital role in transporting the data. One such way to secure 

information is cryptography to transfer the personal information among the source file 

to destination. Also, the expansion of internet technologies this cryptography becomes 

an essential aspect to protect the valuable data from imposters and to defend 

important information from the eavesdroppers. Network safety is one of the complex 

themes which are attractive more and extra compound to uphold. As a result [13] 

investigators are involved to mature dissimilar cryptographic procedures to increase 

network sanctuary. But each of these techniques has their own merits and demerits.   

 

Data
Encryption

Decryption
Original text

Encrypted

 data
Text

 

Fig: 1.9 Crypto System 

The public cryptosystem are frequently used in communication system. The 

crypto process is modelled in Fig: 1.9. Moreover it is one of the [14] specific key 

exchanging system it can encode or encrypt the message with the usage of symmetric 
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key cipher also it secures the transmission channel between two parties in 

algorithm.1.1 Some crypto models should satisfy the condition to generate the key G 

can satisfy the following points. Thus its base point is E  then the two points ExP CC   

and ExP DD   it should satisfy the group where Cx  and Dx  are unknown, then the 

following point should be validated in eqn. (1.1) 

ExxP DCCD 
                                                      (1.1) 

Moreover, the shared private key also computed with these unknown parameters Ax
 

and Bx  from the public known value as CP  and DP . 

Algorithm 1.1. Crypto key exchange 

1 .  Encryption: User D should process the following 

(a) Attain user C validate public key ExP CC   

(b) symbolize the data as an integer n  in the interval when it is point on G 

(c) Use the secret key as 
Dx and evaluate the shared privacy as ExxP CDCD   

(d) Validate Exxne CD  

(e) Forward the coded data e  to user C  

2.  Decryption: To retrieve the plaintext n  from e , user C should perform the 

following 

(a) Attain user C validate public key ExP DD   

(b) Use the secret key as Cx and evaluate the shared privacy as ExxP DCCD   

(c) Compute the opposite element of ExxP DCCD 1)(  

(d) Recover   ExxExxnPen DCDCCD 
1
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Great-degree intentions [15] were achieved by navigating a big focussed acyclic 

diagram, where a lesser gradation was calculated. A hub in the diagram, an opinion 

growth by transfers to the leftward and an assessment changes to the accurate, which 

is created on the charge of an isolated appraisal and topic multiplication. [16] 

Transfers Funding Tasks completing in procedures, with their particular limited 

retention, may want copy statistics from the expedient. In specific, the expedient 

reminiscence space is chief remembrance.   

However, the security-based trust multiplication evaluation method employs 

cloud-specific security metrics in conformity to evaluate the security [17] of a cloud 

service. Traditional endorsement between radio-frequency (RF) structures enable safe 

and sound data communication in a network via recent techniques such as digital 

signatures and hash-based tiding endorsement codes (HMAC) in eqn.(1.2),  here nmL   

represent input data, i  termed as initialize variable, j  as security metrics as key 

recovery attacks. 

nm
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P
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i ij
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Fig: 1.10 AES Block cipher model 

The following figure shows the block cipher algorithm. The overall function of the 

AES algorithm is detailed in Fig: 1.10. 
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Fig: 1.11 Type of block cipher algorithm 

One type of cipher model is elaborated in Fig: 1.11.The left of the 2 words are 

given by the input to the f functions after the [19] shifting of 8 bytes of one of them. 

The f function containing 4 byte wide key based s-boxes which are succeeded by a 

linear mixing step based on the Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) matrix. The 

result of the 2 functions is joined using pseudo hadamard transform (PHT), and 2 

keywords are added. Then the right side of the word is rotated by bit after these both 

are XORed with the left side of the result. Then the swapping is performed between 

[20] left halves and right halves for the next round. After the performance of 16 
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rounds, the swap of the final round is set aside, and the 4 words are XORed with 4 

additional key words to formulate the cipher text.  

After the performance of above algorithm, we are introducing the sniff attack to 

the encrypted data. Here we introduce new attack known as sniff attack in two fish 

algorithm hence the encrypted data is used illegally. Sniffer is the practice of viewing 

at other people’s packets and faking a MAC address or an IP address of the packet 

which is encrypted. It attacks the two fish algorithm [29] hence feistel network get 

misbehaves also there is loss of some encrypted data. It is also assumed that the 

AppEUI, DevEUI, and DevNonce of the device [30] can be copied and attacked by 

attacker. Sniffing attack is done by using the device or the medium known as the 

packet sniffer called network protocol analyzer. Sniffing not only steals but also 

monitors all the data packets which are flowing through a network. Sniffers usually 

capture the sensitive data nodes that involves information like the personal accounts 

password, and information etc. Sniffers may be either hardware or software installed 

in the system. All the network traffic can be analyzed and captured by a malicious 

intruder by using a packet sniffer in the random mode of a network. The imposter can 

analyze the network and possible to attain the information by using a sniffer which 

may cause the network to corrupt or to crash, or read the data transformations 

happening among the network [31]. It is one of the hacking techniques; the working 

of sniffing attack in crypto algorithm is summarized as below, 

 Viewing the other packets during transmission 

 Create the fake MAC or IP address of the packet which is already encrypted. 

 It acts like a security mechanism and take over the rights of another party 

packets. 

 It tries to break the algorithm. 

Thus, through recursively enhancing sub-approaches, the complete approach is 

strong-minded. We considered the optimum policy with the Suspension code 

providing by the relative code. This cipher, recycled the virtual fraction of a solo 

argument development to generate an optimum approach that accentuated point 

estimations. In our employment, the function [32] recursive pattern is worn to 

compute with the best plan. 
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The matrix model of AES is defined as  
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Where, 
*

3

*

2

*

1

*

0 ,,, rrrr  are the processing output that is obtained after the function of 

transformation in eqn.(1.3). 

Also, 3210 ,,, CCCC are the substitution process element. In AES, the floating point 

multiplication is processed based on, 

 Instruction choosing 

 Scheduling an instruction 

 Assignment register  

A far the engine-specific problems conversed above, certain methods that 

countless processes in poly floating model that could be [33] eradicated or 

parallelized.  

Encrypted 
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Fig: 1.12 Floating point AES 
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In the FP AES model the FP numerals are shared as the key for an encryption 

and decryption, which is drawn in Fig: 1.12. It is not the least likely cipher: there are 

dual diverse accompaniments of 16-byte memo chunks, three diverse reproductions 

by r*, and four dissimilar transfer bits.  

As today’s civilisation is flattering progressively associated with a mounting 

amount of evidence accessible in the alphanumeric form, the quantity of private, 

delicate, or otherwise isolated information composed and deposited is continuously 

increasing. The wish to transfer the calculation in a confidentiality-preserving method 

without skimping any info about the isolated inputs through the calculation is termed 

as preserving the privacy, which has been titled as research topic. Any development in 

the recital of locked multiplication procedures or spreading their possibility toward 

usual-purpose calculating [35] over isolated statistics that make a considerable 

influence on the area of totalling. Moreover, it is one of the well known computational 

functions that can be assessed securely. 

1.7 Motivation 

In general, the FPM model is used for many applications that are mentioned as image 

and signal processing, which is utilized to calculating high power. Here, several 

approaches are developed to improve the effectiveness of the computations using this 

FPM models. However, these literatures are getting very difficult because it required 

high area and power as well as the designing process of this model is very difficult. 

Moreover, because of these difficulties it improves the precision of FP unit that is one 

of the limitations of FP. According to this improvement of precision, FPM can 

increase the delay, area and power values. So, the multiplication module is used in 

this FP designing for reducing the complexity. Moreover, these new multiplication 

strategies attained high performance in delay, power and [36] area. Additionally, the 

simulation process is required for improving the efficiency of the proposed model. 

Hence, the FP model categories as SPFP and DPFP based novel multiplication 

processes is used in this research. Also, it utilized the FPGA device for attaining high 

outputs in the parameters that are delay, area and power. Moreover, the attained 

values are compared with other prevailing multiplication models and prove the 

proposed model efficiency. 
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1.8 Problem Statement 

In various scientific applications such as image processing, scientific calculation, 

numerical processing along with the filters as well as FFT of signal processing, the FP 

arithmetic function plays a significant part. Moreover, the FP values are characterized 

in standard and scientific method. The standard IEEE 754 categorized the FP 

arrangement as two types such as 32 bit of SPFP and 64-bit of DP [37]. However, in 

the operation of DPFP in the hardware implementation is a crucial problem. In 

arithmetic FP function, the multiplication operation is a very difficult model to 

implement. Consequently, FPGA Accelerator increases the performance and in 

cryptographic task the multiplication model is widely used for security. Because of 

wireless transmission the dangerous attack can affect the AES system. Therefore, a 

proper security method is necessary to improve the performance of the system. 

Moreover, the existing FP models are utilized high power and area for processing also 

the design process is very complex. Hence, the proposed methods avoiding and 

reducing the above mentioned difficulties and attained high performance and other 

parameters than existing conventional approaches. 

1.9. Objectives 

The main objectives of this methodology involve four basic functions to improve the 

performance of FPGA accelerator, which is summarized below: 

1. To design the High-Performance DPFPM model based on FPGA Accelerator 

using Karatsuba Algorithm which reduces multiplication counts so that it 

gives low power consumption. 

2. To reduce the delay in SPFPM operations, this model uses the novel 

Schonhage Strassen Algorithm in the DPFPM model, which contains Fast 

Fourier Transformation (FFT).  

3. Also, The FPGA Accelerator uses DPFPM using SSA multiplication for 

increasing the speed and reduces the area. 

4. To enhance security and performance in AES model we design the DPFPM 

based Furer Toom Cook Fast Fourier Transform Multiplication. 
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1.10 Organization of Work 

The organization of this work is summarized below, 

 Chapter 1 describes the Introduction of FP, FPM, categories like SPFP, DPFP 

motivation of DPFP in FPGA, problem statement and objective of the 

research. 

 Chapter 2 explains the recent literatures about the FPM model and 

Multiplication process.  

 Moreover, Chapter 3 details the theoretical analysis of the proposed 

methodologies that are Karatsuba DPFP in FPGA Accelerator , SSA based 

SPFP in FPGA Accelerator, SSA based DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, and 

DPFP based FTCM in AES. 

 Chapter 4 elaborates the complete process proposed methodologies that are 

Karatsuba DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, SSA based SPFP in FPGA 

Accelerator, SSA based DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, and DPFP based FTCM 

in AES. 

 Chapter 5 explains the experimental results of the proposed methodologies 

that are Karatsuba DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, SSA based SPFP in FPGA 

Accelerator, SSA based DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, and DPFP based FTCM 

in AES, which are simulated using Xilinx tool. 

 Chapter 6 describes discussion of obtained results of the methods and analyze 

the effective performance of the system in terms of power and area. The 

results are explained elaborately. 

 Chapter 7 details the conclusion of the proposed methodologies and this 

research works.  

 Chapter 8 mentioned the references of this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

The FP approach is proficiently utilized in all digital application; three models of 

precisions are utilized such as, 

 Half precision 

 Single Precision 

 Double precision 

The FP multiplication is the easy approach to deal all cases in an efficient manner. 

The FP have 3 components like, single sign bit, numerous bits for exponent, bit 

fraction FP calculation was problematic task to appliance because the substantial are 

characterized in indication-magnitude setup. The effort arises since provisional on the 

ciphers of the dual operands; the count developed a subtraction model and needs a 

specific operands, which is to be supplemented. For calculation there might be 

transmit-out, that result is in the form of de-normalized. For removal a negative 

outcome might be gotten which destined both the symbol bit and the important 

necessity to be overturned [37].  

 To obtained the binary value 1 as sign bit  

 If the dual operands have same sign bits then it results in same bit as 0 or1. 

 If there is dissimilar sign bit then the validation is done among exponent and 

mantissa field. 

 The initiate elements are greater than the next operand then first operand bit 

will resultant in the manner of vice versa.  

  When the dual operands have same mantissa and exponent fields, the 

resultant bit of sign is 0.  

  Compute proponent alteration (operand) 

  The 24th  bit is hidden variable that is mantissa  

 The left digit field is filled with zero 

 Consequently, the mantissa is calculated in IEEE format  

 If the result of wave form is not similar then the subtraction process is 

performed. 
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 Moreover, the bias is equal as multiplication bit, the format of multiplier allot large 

space for mantissa. 

2*2 

multiplication

 block

2*2 

multiplication

 block

2*2 

multiplication

 block

2*2 

multiplication

 block

adder adder

adder

 

Fig: 2.1 Basic Logic blocks 

J.Jean Jenifer Nesam and S.Sivanantham [38] proposed HPFPM for image 

processing applications. Moreover, the FP format in Single Precision model has been 

attained high error rate than the usual model. It relieves the truncation requisite for 

less area and power appliances by function the 2 parallel processes. In addition, the 

widespread method overcome the difficulties in row specification, also the negative 

strategy is held because of algorithm complexity. The complication still overcomes 

with negative covering and sign delay, which is irrelevant for keyed exponentiation 

Stabbing to this opinion. Also, a novel bit pair recoding ability to decrease the row 

disorders with the elimination of unwanted modules. This consciousness encodes the 

product bit as un overlapped cluster of 4 bits that lessens the precision model linked 

with multiplexers, adders and shifters, which are given in Fig:  2.1. 

Recently, the evolving “edge calculating” moves statistics and facilities from 

the  data base that is  nearby edge provider to attain short delay and huge bandwidth, 

also privacy worries. However, edge attendants, often entrenched with GPU 

mainframes that are highly claim the answer for power-efficient model. TaiYu Chen 

get al [39] developed Logarithm Approximate Multiplier (LAM), it is the FP 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0167926019305826#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0167926019305826#!
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approximation, the value of FP can be revealed in the domain that is in the linear 

form. For the fixed point multiplication the LAM is introduced. The point addition in 

floating number has the bit and sign value. Here the sign bits are named as flag bit in 

some cases for representation.   

FFT-based process is not proper for non-fixed signal, observed manner decay 

process is equipped for sign prediction and frequency field is attained by specific 

transform model that is based on specific application. The function transform module 

is processed to decay signal into essential mode utility, it tends to attain the frequency. 

By accepting a length of less format bit, the recital of the neural accelerator is 

described in relations of chip part, influence efficiency, and reminiscence obligation 

can be enhanced significantly. Also, FPGA deficiencies the floating arithmetic’s. It 

recycled a precision of single format multiplication to diminish the bandwidth and 

usage of resource.  However, a collective faintness of the approaches stated above that 

is time-consuming in some cases and retain the needed weight. In addition, the 

construction needs FP partition and FP development.  Also, the FPM function is 

represented in Fig:  2.2. Recently, a non-stable low-bit measurement numeric setup—

chunks have to attract consideration amid research works. However, the complex 

intellectual proponent in network implication made the signal transmission as difficult 

job. To overcome this challenge, Xiaocong Lian et al [41] developed reconfigurable 

accelerator through three dimensions parallelism and optimization function is worn to 

attain optimal power.  
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Fig: 2.2 Floating Point Multiplier 

Matrix multiplication is worn to resolve numerous engineering complications and 

opposite of a medium is an imperative matrix process. Different procedures model 

includes recursive. The various practical model includes dissimilar metrics that is 

elaborated to calculate the process of multiplication FPGAs obligate derive a long 

mode from glue-based logic submissions to plan of configure less arrangements and 

constructions. The FPGAs deliver influential validation architectural structures as,  

 DSP chunks 

 Tablet RAMs 

 Process logic basics 

 Entrenched multipliers and so on. 

Portion of investigation is in expansion near FPGA operation of matrix processes 

for variable point matrices. Moreover, the FPGA module is structured and designed 

by Verilog HDL. Additional assistances of model founded design contain visual 

depiction of actual organization, easily ascendable to designs challenging higher 

accuracy values, presence of modified components, automatic group of entrenched 

software enigma, and joined plan with comfort of correcting and hardware co-

replication. Few papers were designated in factual distressing to suitable plan for 
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medium developments and emphases on single width vector development. Here, the 

proposed model is validated using hardware model with matrix operation. Hardware 

operation and assessment of 2 chief matrix processes by perfect founded scheme plan 

for FPGAs is planned. ChetanS et al [42] proposed the matrix model that is large in 

size and executed in FPGA accelerator. 

The strategy modular multiplication was enhanced the security measures in 

several application and problematic models such as crypto system and so on.  

Moreover, the digital world includes several reduction and hardware frame work with 

the modular multiplication. There are some fast integers multiplication models like, 

 Karatsuba 

 SSA 

 Furer 

These types of procedures could not relieve the reduction strategies. So during 

the design of hardware components it became a serious issue, because the hardware 

model must need the minimization strategy to get the optimal result. 

So Safiullah Khan et al [43] suggested Karatsuba mechanism with modular 

approach for curve based crypto system to enhance the privacy rate in the 

communication channel. Moreover, this manner simulated the 192-512 bits 

multiplication module and this model karatsuba need less bit process when validated 

to the standard operation. Also the process frames of Karatsuba model is shown and 

elaborated in eqn. (2.1),(2.2),(2.3) and (2.4). 

                                                 00
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                                                              (2.1)
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0110 .. DCDC 
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In addition, the recursion function is utilized in this karatsuba model to reduce 

the running time of the multiplication model and the Karatsuba multiplication is given 

in Fig: 2.3. 
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Fig: 2.3 Karatsuba Processing Model 

With the progressive expertise, the communication is processed with the help of 

modern electronics telecommunication frame work. Flores-Vergara et al [44] 

launched the chaotic cryptosystem that is process with the support of multiplication 

arithmetic model. Chaotic maps were highly worn in digital images. When comparing 

the other resources, it required very less resource hardware components.   Therefore, 

when consuming a CPU processor, it implements much quicker a chaotic chart than 

an incessant period of chaotic arrangement. Also, a novel creation of evolving skills 

like the arrangement on bit model that contains or entrenches high recital chips, which 

permit the expansion of claims with progressive computational handling competences 

at very stumpy cost. Operating schemes reformed to digital implanted arrangements 

that maximize the potentials for expansions and varied applications without the 

essential for specific compilers and integral expansion systems, assimilating a varied 

diversity of plan software. 

 In past period, the digital application is secured by crypto schemes, like the 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) plays a vital job for generation and encryption. 

However, the key generated by ECC is too weak so any attack can easily break the 

security. So Taha Shahroodi et al [45] planned doubling model in ECC to improve the 

security range. By the execution the author realized that the developed scheme 

utilized short duration to perform the process. The point multiplication frame in ECC 

is the pivotal process that is most expensive.  The fundamental process of Elliptic 
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Curve Point Multiplication is termed as P= S.R, here P is the curve point and S is the 

scalar and R is the bit pattern of binary module. The argument element of product 

model was performed in a series manner of point concatenation and doubling. Also 

the easiest way to solve the multiplication model is doubling the process. 

Atil U.AY et al [46] suggested scalar multiplication that is executed in hardware 

framework. The escalation positioning of huge embedded machineries in our 

everyday life as wireless appliance and smooth devices exposed the theme of 

concentrated research that is named as information security. Usually, the Public Key 

encryption mechanism plays a vigorous role to warranty only authentic access to 

material. However, the application execution associated procedures as entrenched 

cryptosystems ought to provide the high refuge and material with the tiniest hardware 

possessions utilization. Numerous fascinating alternatives for entrenched 

cryptosystems as FPGA and microcontroller boards are stated for an implementation. 

The collection among these stages is contingent on the battered claims as well as the 

measured recitals. Microcontrollers are considered as the best platforms with high-

efficiency in rapports of energy usage processing time. With the combination of array 

of mechanisms on a solo programmable flaw, such as mainframe cores and gadgets 

with logic data allows discovering new constructions and flexible strategies 

In micro-processor execution, the multi precision creation purpose is the 

essential process also it is appropriate in all security applications. So, Michael Hutter 

and Erich Wenger [47] defined skimming and operant contagious technique in multi 

precision approach it attained dispensation or calculating rapidity. The gadgets 

contain several digital and analog modules that is helps to executing the task from the 

database. The constants metrics of DFT line shields must be relocated into the wavelet 

quantity memory positioned amid the DFT that conserved there pending code-chunk. 

Moreover, it belongs to process encoder; several difficulties were raise to position the 

sample lines because the function DFT is differ from 1 application to other 

application. Also the size of block changes from every metrics and various frame 

models so it is named as dynamic block bits. Thus, its coefficient is separated into 2 

types, 

 Constant size of block 

 Maximum size of block 
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In addition each block types have its specified flag bit, in some case the flag bit is 

zero and in some cases it became 1. 

i11 i21 i31 i41 i51

i12 i22 i32 i42 i52

i13 i23 i33 i43 i53

i14 i24 i34 i44 i54

i15 125 i35 i45 i55

i*k

k11 k12 k13 k14 k15

k21 k22 k23 k24 k25

k31 k32 k33 k34 k35

k41 k42 k43 k44 k45

k51 k52 k53 k54 k55

 

Fig: 2.4 Process of Modular Multiplication 

Random Number Generation (RNG) engaged in a multiplicity of applications in 

all areas. For example, it is utilized to generate the keys in cryptography task. Also, it 

includes trial data group, and simulation like monte carlo and spectra communication. 

In other case, a chaotic frame model is processed by the help of RNG generator. Also 

it has an identical framework to execute the task. It is typically necessary that the 

exceptional division of block to avoid the insufficient of power in future. Almost the 

entire crypto mechanisms are processed with large integer. Rania et al [48] planned 

the chaotic sanctuary mechanism for mathematically RNG to validate the fixed point 

of precision in the short duration and with less power usage and the modular 

multiplication process id detailed in Fig: 2.4. 

2.1 FFT Process 

FFT process utilized to computes the DFT arrangement, and the reverse process is 

IFFT. Also, the Fourier investigation modified an indication from its unique pitch to 
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an illustration in the occurrence field and iniquity versa [49]. Thus, the DFT is gained 

by disintegrating an order of standards into mechanisms of dissimilar occurrences. 

This process is beneficial in several pitches, but calculating it straight from the 

description is frequently too measured to be applied. An FFT quickly calculates such 

alterations by factorize the DFT medium into an invention of scant (mostly zero) 

influences. As an outcome, it achieves to decrease the difficulty of calculating size of 

data. The modification in rapidity can be massive; expressly for extended data sets. It 

is generally recycled for submissions in engineering, melody, discipline, and 

arithmetic function. 

Normally, ASIC are referred in conformity with as much ASIC which is utilized 

in limitation of enhancing the velocity within communication, sign technology or 

scientific calculations.  

     One method that we strength attempt to grip this subject is to comprise clear 

qualities that designate the non appearance of qualities. Moreover, the DPFPM model 

is represented in Fig: 2.5. 

     The reconfigurable units as FPGA is rendered by combining the ASIC including 

innovative algorithms into more than a few applications to get less area, high speed 

low power consumption. The abilities of the usage of FPGA are such doesn’t require 

any additional core. To acquire excessive pace then paltry rule wreck in double 

precision floating point multiplication, different multiplication algorithms are adopted 

through High Performance Computing (HPC) based totally of FPGA accelerator 

module.  
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Fig: 2.5 DPFP Model 

        In today’s life, an accumulative notice for the calculation of large FFT is the 

trending title. In wireless communication, the huge FFTs permit for high bandwidth 

and the best quality of spectrum resolution. In radio communication, the increase of 

pulse compression results in high resolution. Certainly, the current operation of FFTs 

procedure has numerous consistent area kit that is worn in execution. The 

replacements are to recourse to operate the particular combined ways. Here, Hans 

Kanders et al [50] projected multi point FFT rotator to reduce the execution time and 

to diminish the power usage of FPGA devices, however it is lack in processing. 

Because, the design and modeling of multi point rotator is a dare task, which process 

based on FFT is shown in Fig: 2.6. 
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Fig: 2.6 FFT model 

Hariprasath, S., and T. N. Prabakar [51] has developed a feed forward network is 

used in FPGA in Verilog HDL. The multipliers are very limited in this method 

because of unique network. Moreover, the resource requirement is less because of 

large network, so the complexity of system model is reduced. The processing time is 

very low in this method. The cache memory is essential for Central processing unit. 

Hence, it store data in its memory for temporarily. So, some parameters are affecting 

the performance of the system. For this reason, Ahmed et al [52] has developed a 3-

dimensional reconfigurable cache memory in FPGA. The cache size is reduced; the 

reconfiguration of memory is happened in automatically. Moreover, the power 

consumption is less in this approach. The unique network is highly applied in much 

application such as Robotics, Multimedia processing, and so on. But implementing 

this technology in real time is very difficult. For this reason, Omran et al [53] has 

proposed a Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) in FPGA to improve the 

performance of 8-bit MAC. Moreover, the speed of the system is improved. 
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2.2 FPGA Accelerator with FP Multiplication 

It is relaxed to brand a tradeoff among these binary portions to minimalize the 

gauge and type a filled reclaim of the programmable chip. The FPGA has 

reconfigurable power, high performance and other finest characteristics are obtained. 

Even though, in scientific application it requires some major concern. Because the 

scientific estimating is the main model of mathematical along with numerical answer 

methods. Commonly, these methods require large number of calculation by means of 

floating-point estimations, which are frequency utilized in supercomputers. The 

exponent, sign and fraction area is the special type of floating-point numbers. While 

compared to the conventional functions, the floating-point arithmetic needs certain 

superior hardware to progression the arithmetic model. FPGA consists of two blocks 

namely control unit and processing elements. The performance of control unit and 

processing elements are explained as below. 

The control unit of FPGA accelerator performs the following tasks. 

 It can investigate the arithmetic processes in CPU.  

 Sends the demand to CPU to perform arithmetic operations in PEs. 

 When the acknowledgement is gotten from CPU, the control unit diverts 

all arithmetic tasks from CPU to PEs in FPGA accelerator. 

 After performing the arithmetic operations, the outcome of PEs arithmetic 

result is sent to the CPU subsequently. 

 Does increase the PE in FPGA accelerator dependent on external other 

operation produced from CPU. The limit of PEs relies upon the input 

output blocks (IOB) of focused FPGA device 

The processing elements of FPGA accelerator block perform the preceding tasks. 

 PEs accepts the appeals from control unit to achieve arithmetic operations. 

(sum and product) 

 When the control unit accepts the ACK (READY) from PE, control unit 

transmits every arithmetic operation to PEs. 

 In order to reduce the clock latency, the addition and multiplier blocks of PE 

are arranged as pipelined manner. 

 The multiplier block is implanted using Furer double precision floating 

point (DPFP) multiplication technique. 

 The PEs will be obtained in the generic manner depends on the request 
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elevated by the control unit to process the arithmetic operation. 

The DPFPM is a broadly utilized FP arithmetic procedure for various scientific 

calculations & other signal processing presentations. Generally, this multiplication of 

DPFP is obtained by XOR the sign bit, addition of exponent and also 53 × 53 

mantissa FPM in order to attain the final result. The security of the AES encryption 

algorithm is enhanced by using DP floating point Furer’s Multiplication. The 

advantage of proposed Furer’s approach mentioned this model, which are allowed to 

use the lower number of modules for multiplication equated to the conventional 

techniques and this approach uses the lower number of elements like flip flop and 

slice and the time complexity for the Furer’s algorithm is 𝑂(𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛. 2𝑜(𝑙𝑜𝑔∗𝑛)), where 

log*n is the iterated model logarithm. 

2.2 Cryptography with multiplication 

Cryptography is a technique of protecting materials and communications through the 

use of codes. In cryptography, encryption is the transformation of data into some 

incomprehensible or unreadable form. The main purpose of encryption is to secure 

the transmitted information from the unauthorized person. Also, decryption is the 

reverse operation of encryption; it is the conversion of encrypted data into some 

logical form. Also, communication has become a significant aspect in daily life so 

security plays a vital role in transferring the data. One such way to protect the 

information is cryptography and used for sending personal messages among the 

sender and receiver. Similarly, this proposed approach reduces the message 

exchange ratio than the other approaches that are given in block model. In this 

section, the selection criteria select the block cipher using the symmetric-key 

algorithms.  

The competence of a block cipher mechanism depends upon the sizes of 

block and key, which process is mentioned in Fig: 2.7. Now a days, the wireless 

network plays a significant role in all applications, but it suffers to secure the 

communication between two parties. Because the harmful attack easily breaks the 

cryptosystem by acting like an unauthenticated user. Thus, with the expansion of 

internet technologies and digital facilities, the cryptography becomes an essential 

characteristics for securing communications, to defend significant data from 

eavesdroppers. Network security is a complicated subject which is more complex to 
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maintain as a result. Because, the behaviour of each attack is different so the 

prediction of attack is a more complicated task. 

A microcontroller is a low-cost solution for real-time application of the 

embedded systems, which can handle the rigid security algorithms for information 

security paradigm. It is one of the challenging tasks to secure messages in online 

communication. So, Siva Janaki raman et al [54] proposed a high level of sensitivity 

in chaos-based systems for encryption techniques. Finally, this approach secures the 

message and calculates the execution and throughput time. 

`  

Fig: 2.7 cryptography Key Sharing 

Encryption standard supports classified decryption keys that is tend to develop 

different encryption techniques. The encrypted data is recovered using specified 

decryption keys but it is useless because the unknown person can retrieve the key 

and receive the message. So, Zvika Brakerski and Gil Segev, [55] described the 

functional encryption in a private key situation for securing the message. Also, they 

conserve the message privacy of the fundamental mechanism and can be 

instantiated using a variety of prevailing techniques. Moreover, it guarantees that 

functional keys and it exposed only necessary information on their functionality. 

This indicates that accessible high-accuracy floating-point calculation might the 

largest enactment bottleneck. The procedures accomplish to usage large-precision 

point arithmetic in an offline time. Opportunely, the advanced work on major 

exactness of 53 moments delivered by double precision arithmetic. In addition 
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identifying the leakage of power with the use of this model is another challengeable 

task. 

The potency of a cryptographic system depends on the length of the key and 

their protocol. It makes end-to-end statement competent because the 

communication between the encryption and decryption delay due to its light weight 

nature. But, there is a trade-off between the level of security and the transformation 

overhead. Due to this, Muhammad Asif Habib et al [56] proposed the Light weight 

Encryption Algorithm (LEA) toward low-latency communication for the Internet of 

Things (IoT). This commentary contributes to the comprehensive spectrum of 

information in the area of traditional encryption & cryptography by mounting a 

novel hybrid encryption method. Also, this approach is more efficient than other 

encryption algorithms. 

The issues through light weight ciphers are cannot resist the channel noise. Also, 

the noise tolerant ciphers have too much computational complication to be used in 

the low application. To address this problem, Iqtadar Hussain et al [57] developed 

three different chaotic maps in encryption techniques to encrypt the digital 

information. In this method, the encryption scheme tolerates the channel noise 

during transmission. Usually in single protocols, separate selection procedures for 

supplies done a universal n-dimensional framework. Furthermore, it is more 

competent and humbler than distinct selection over an overall matrix, in specific 

lattice-centred cryptosystems. 

Data distribution becomes an extremely helpful service provided by cloud 

computing platforms since its convenience and economy. As a potential method for 

realizing fine-grained data sharing Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) is used for 

greater applications. However, the majority of the vacant ABE solutions faced 

some difficulties because of high computation overhead and poor data security. For 

this reason, Jin Li et al [58] introduced the Chameleon hash operation in ABE that 

sustenance online/offline encryption modes. Also, it allows anyone to verify the 

validity of cipher texts before exclusive of complete decryption. In the system, the 

important files are secured on the basis of encrypting the message which is termed 

as cipher text. The data converted from plain content into cipher text is called 

encryption and the reverse operation is called decryption. In ABE, an expert with 

entree to the main keys will concern users various isolated keys, where an own 
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worker’s secretive key is related with an entrée construction over features and 

makes the contact policy qualified to the operator. The decryption procedure 

permits operators to decrypt statistics by their attributed secretive key as protracted 

as their admittance strategy specified through their sequestered key certificates it. 

The unique ABE structure cloistered keys that prompt dawn contact policies, in a 

convinced number of isolated qualities essential to be extant in the encrypted text in 

directive for an operator to decrypt the message. This is chiefly a problematic in 

situations where confidentiality of attention obviously rise. The transmitted 

message bits are considered as 128-bit key and the state of bytes can be separated 

into 16 bytes,  jiB , where 3,0  ji and the 16 bytes of the array matrix is given in 

eqn. (2.5). 
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These conditions are mainly based on S-box and addition of sub key. S-box is 

the general block of cipher that depends on every byte of the messages  82GE  and 

the non-linearity function act against the attacks. The vector  82GEv to be

 0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1 . 

Quantum computers are solving a particular number of theoretical problems that 

involve private key encryption and functions. In AES algorithm, four functions are 

used for encryption such as shift rows, sub byte, add round key, and mixing 

columns. Moreover, the initial plan of the matrix is called the state and mixing 

columns function of the transformation matrix interpreted as a polynomial. 

 

Steps for Encryption is summarized as follows, 

 Initially, allocate the values and obtained the information for encryption. 

 Consider the message kmmm ,....., 21  where k  denotes the number of words in 

the information. 

 Allocate each character for kmmm ,....., 21  
to categorize by the space between 

the characters. 
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 Calculate the matrix with the characters of the message ,im ki ...3,2,1 . 

 Compute the number of characters in the word   ,im ki ...3,2,1 . 

 Compute the value of   
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 Select  kiS th

i ,......,2,1  column beside the word im . 

 Set  ija wW  , ki ,...,2,1  and  imaj ,....,2,1,  also creates the diagonal 

matrix  aWD ia ,....,2,1 with the values of diagonals. 

 Find      imia ImWD   ki ,...,2,1  and ia ,....,2,1 .  

 The obtained key is      imia ImWD  ,  ki ,...,2,1  and ia ,....,2,1 .  

Steps for Decryption 

 Obtained the decryption key      imia ImWD  , ki ,...,2,1 and ia ,....,2,1 . 

 Allocate      imiai ImWDR  , ki ,...,2,1 and 1a . 

 Calculate   
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 The values of iS is the initial digit of iR the character of every word in the 

decryption key. 

 Allocate iA , ki ,...,2,1  in the order of cyclic and rearticulate the regulation 

from st1 to thi digits and finally, the decrypted value is obtained when the 

digits are allocated for character. 

Cloud computing plays a significant function in sharing data with other devices 

through information outsourcing. The main problem is to give secure read and write 

actions collaboratively and to overcome computational overload by efficient key 

management. Hence, many cryptographic algorithms are developed for hiding the 

information but it is affected by attacks. So, the proposed approach introduced 

enhanced AES algorithm to prevent the attack and it is used for encrypting and 

decrypting the transmitted information.  
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This type of harmful attacks often disturbs the data transmission channel by 

eavesdropping; it is processed among two nodes to observe their activities. In 

addition, it proceeded like an authenticated user and receives the data statistics from 

the sender. Moreover, the own attackers established the wireless access point 

among the source and destination to steal the message. Hence this type of spam is 

more harmful and harder to avert without the strongest encryption process. 

An attacker steals the cipher text to attain the original plain text. For that it 

visualizes one of the secret keys and tried continuously to extract the encrypted text. 

Here, the existing Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) approach depending on the hash 

function to generate the key that is used for encrypting and decrypting the 

communications and various key generation approaches are used to create the key. In 

this technique, the cloud service provider stores the information and quality authority 

updates the attributes by assigning various properties based on the weight. The 

proposed AES approach protects ATM transactions based on the encryption and 

decryption process of the cryptography. The S-Boxes are the new design in Digital 

Signature Standard (DSS) crypto system, in every S- box there is 3 eight by eight bit 

permutations for the bits 128; also the 192 bits contain 4 permutation bits. Moreover, 

the operation XOR is performed using sub keys. 

In this proposed approach separable matrix is utilized, it products the vector as 

four bytes. Moreover, the multiplication is carried out in the field 28 polynomial. So 

for the matrix multiplication process every byte is changed into polynomial. For data 

transmission, the messages are sending to the destination in the form of bits or bytes. 

Here, different sizes of bits are carried for communication and the maximum message 

size is a parameter of the header that specifies the largest amount of data and bytes. 

Cryptography strategies are used for securing the transactions in Automated 

Teller Machine (ATM). ATM clients can withdraw money, make cash deposits, 

make balance enquires, and cover tabs without going into the branch. Now a days, 

ATMs have many security issues so that the ATM clients and banks lose 

tremendous measures of cash. Here, business banks and IT security experts around 

the globe have focused on battling conventional ATM violations like ATM card 

skimming. However, new ATM wrongdoings like jackpotting and attacks have 

developed. Hence, the cryptographic approach developed in this paper for 

increasing security in ATM.  So Haibo Yi yet ZheNie [59] projected the 
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multivariate message choice almost FPGA. The most imperative multiplications are 

generation of multivariate structures which are accompaniments, multiplications, 

transposals, and fixative constructions. The code arrangement frame is before 

planned by Alekhnovich in the year 2003 but via the procedure it becomes disobey. 

The procedure multiplication is worn to product the two numbers. In multiplication 

the integer model utilized some binary bits to product the 2 numbers.  In FP model, 

the dual precision model is better than the single precision. Commonly, 

exponentiation is completed by reproducing by every bytes each bytes are separated 

in to bits of 2nd digit and multiplies. Lastly all the morals are concatenated to 

discover the production, for interpretation Divide and Defeat to classify and 

separate the two numerals in fewer time difficulties. A resource-proficient and side-

medium impassable Ring - Learning With Errors (LWE) is planned by So 

Dongsheng Liu, et al [60], it is also called as crypto processor that is denoted by 

)(yb  in eqn. (2.6) 
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Usually the multiplication model is performed in crypto task is to enhance the security 

performance. 

A separate with endless answer time, extreme exactness, and extensive 

circulation is intended. The process of Ring-LWE crypto organization, in eqn. (2.7) 

)(
][:

x
xRQ rr 

                                                            (2.7) 

Where, )(x  is modulus polynomial model, R is confrontation cost of FPGA, r  is 

the pitch numeral and Ring
Q

. The gadgets are proficient to demonstrate its privilege 

to monitor the network transmission channel in different FPGA devices over the 

isolated server to examine whether the operator are valid or not. 

2.4 AES 

The multiplication is done by using double precision floating point Furer’s 

multiplication techniques and utilizes the output comes from this multiplication 

technique is used to enhance the security of AES. This design is implemented using 

Xilinx virtex_6 FPGA device and this model is XC6VSX475T. The proposed 

manner provides an outstanding performance through the efficient usage of resources 

and also reduces the power consumption and the design is fully compatible with the 
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IEEE 754.  

The achieved frequency is 563.82MHz. After enhancing the security of AES 

which is to be implemented FPGA using Xilinx ISE14.5, which is given Fig: 2.8. 

 

Secret key Plain text

Cipher

Ciphertext
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192 bits
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Fig: 2.8: AES System Model 

The FP arithmetic operations are generally utilized in many applications like 

numerical processing, scientific calculation &signal processing that involve FFT, 

Filters and image processing etc. Moreover, this IEEE 754 is the standard SP (32 bit) 

and DP (64bit) (DPFP) format. The formats of floating point (FP) numbers are 

shown below. 

For a SP FP: 

             1-bit                   8-bit                 23-bit 

Sign − bit (S) ⏞        Exponent (E)⏞        Mantissa(M)⏞          

For a DP FP: 

             1-bit                   11-bit                 52-bit 

Sign − bit (S) ⏞        Exponent (E)⏞        Mantissa(M)⏞          
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The most essential challenging venture between DPFP operations among every 

processor is hardware implementation. Compared to whole the floating factor 

arithmetic operations, the DPFP quality is entirely complicated after implement 

then additionally the power and energy consumption regarding DPFP 

multiplication is entirely high. 

     FP multiplier is a simple arithmetic circuit and it requires a widespread 

multiplier because of function the mantissa multiplication as implies the 

drawbacks concerning the performance and vicinity regarding the hardware 

design. It may lie considered among the accordant steps. 

 Sign bit about the production is computed by using XOR the sign bit about 

each the numbers. 

 Add both the exponents. 

 Perform the mantissa multiplication for both the numbers. 

 Perform the rounding about multiplied outcome. 

 At last, function the normalization in accordance with modifies exponent 

then mantissa. 

Now a day, the security of message transmission is the vital factor within 

communication medium. Generally, touchy facts ought to bear the privateers which 

are according to stay ensures via the encryption process. The safety of information 

performs stand handled through notably on hand among the encryption algorithm. 

AES is the encryption value of symmetric algorithm yet AES allows the records 

measure regarding 128 string or bit i.e. sixteen bytes yet key length regarding 128 

string or bit, 192 string or bit then 256 string or bit. AES goes through ten rounds 

because of 128 string or bit, 12 rounds for 192 string or bit yet 14 rounds for 256 

string or bit. 

AES S-Box The matrix which is having the list of Hex values is known as S-box 

which is used as the lookup table in AES encryption process. AES allows 128 bit 

data as input and is having the 4 functional blocks which are used for encryption 

namely Substitute bytes, Shift row, Mix column and Add round key. Fig: 2.8 show 

the flow diagram of AES algorithm. 

In the 1st step of the encryption process, state array will keep the transformation 

of Add Round Key bytes until the next state array initiates. In the next stage, the 

above 4 transformation process operation is to be performed. This process is known 
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as round function. Here, inside of the Substitute byte, the substitution process is to 

be carried out using S-box. S-box is to transform each byte of data block into 

another byte of data. 

In the shift row transformation, every row of the state matrix is left shifted based 

on their row position except the principal row. In the transformation of mix column, 

matrix multiplication is carried out by multiplying the state matrix column and the 

fixed matrix column. In the Add round key, XOR operation is performed in between 

the new state matrix and round key matrix. Sider is et al [61] proposed 

multiplication model in AES. AES allows the block size of 128 bits, 192 bits and 

256 bits which is back in conformity with deciding the number of round celebrated 

between the AES. In AES, if the block size is 128 string or bits in different rounds 

are ancient because encryption and condition the block size is 192 string or bit 

afterwards 12 rounds are involved into the encryption system and postulate the 

obstruction bulk is 192 string or bits below 14 rounds are old among the encryption 

process. AES algorithm processes the data between the shape of bytes then now not 

as like string or bit. Bytes a reviewed as much key. For the close part, 8 string or bits 

are considered as like 1 byte then IV bytes are considered as much 1 word [62]. The 

encryption process uses they embark of determined keys referred to as namely round 

keys. These are utilized throughout further activities, concerning a variety of 

information as holds precisely some block over records below the data after stand 

encrypted. This set is referred to as state array. 

AES permits only with byte quantities of 128, 192 and 256 bits. Operations in 

AES are executed on 4 rows and 4 columns. 

For every one of the round keys 𝑆𝐾1 to 𝑆𝐾10 , words 𝐺1 to 𝐺16 are calculated as 

the sum of the corresponding word in the preceding round key and the preceding 

word in the current round key. 

Thus, 𝑆𝐾(𝑖) is expressed in eqn. 2. and it becomes, 

𝑆𝐾(𝑖): 𝐺1 = 𝑆𝐾(𝑖−1) 𝑋𝑂𝑅 𝐺1                            (2.8) 

Inside of the round, every operation is [63] processed with the aid of present state 

array and thus generates the new version of the state array. In the ultimate (tenth) 

round, only three of the operations are observed except the mix column operation 

between in sub-bytes, simple substitution system are after be observed who converts 

entire the byte values within the distinctive value. The change operation takes 

location as depends on the range position. In the preceding row in that place is no 
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changing takes place. In the second row, the bytes are left shifted via 1 position or 

the bytes are left shifted by way of 2 positions then the last row, the bytes are left 

shifted via 2 position. In the mixture [64] motionlessness operation, current column 

is generated via method every motionlessness about the state adjusts independently. 

Thus the newly generated stagnation eliminates the old motionlessness then 

positioned in the current motionlessness at as position. After the finish regarding the 

mix column transformation, Xor round answer is in accordance with lie computed 

truly including XORs the value about present state array then the appropriate round 

key thus generates the outcome. Then the state array [65] is after stay utilized 

including the outcome. 

Jia-jia LU and Yu-song DU [66] modeled a new strategy according to enhance 

the safety over AES model using the DPFPM method. Here we introduced the 

efficient DPFP Furer’s multiplication technique. Subsequently after enhance the 

security about AES we expect the outcome over DPFP into AES round operation. 

After up to expectation the use of FPGA [67] accelerator we made a simulation 

result. Using this proposed method we beautify the protection regarding AES and 

the work flow over 53 string or bit mantissa virtue is proven into Fig: 2.9. 

The implementation on the DP floating point Furer multiplication technology 

regarding the S, E or M each over this are mentioned below. The structure of double 

precision floating point Furer’s multiplication is shown in Fig: 2.9. 

These calculations are performed in a direct manner. In, DPFP Furer’s 

multiplication, output sign bit is computed by XOR the value of both operand’s sign 

bit which is represented in eqn.2.9 

 

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑆) = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛(1)⊕ 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛(2)                   (2.9) 
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Figure 2.9: DPFP Furer’s multiplication 

If the quantity is a fine range below the sign bit is zero, otherwise the sign bit is 1, 

the resultant signal bit is finding via adding two signal bit as is the XOR function 

concerning couple numbers. The exponent yield is [68] obtained through including 

the exponent concerning each they enter yet below subtracting the mantissa value as 

is shown in eqn.2.10. 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑖𝑛1 + 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑖𝑛2 − 1023                   (2.10) 

For DPFP numbers, the BASE is equal to 1023 (211-1-1). The BASE for any 

floating point number is given by (2exponentsbits-1-1). The mantissa holds the main digits 

and the exponents define where the decimal point should be placed. There are one-

of-a-kind exceptional instances are occurs in the IEEE 754 standard arithmetic verb 

kind of NaN, INFINITE, ZERO, UNDERFLOW or OVERFLOW. The essential 

count has been mated by combining the detection regarding every splendid instances 

yet determines the yield namely among the IEEE 754 standard. Thus, Saadat et al 

[69] described exceptional handling in FP. If each over the operand is after the yield 

produced will stand also. The yield best is to remain absence when both concerning 

the operand is denormalized. If the exponent outturn goes to duck and beneath zero, 

UNDERFLOW intention activates. If the operand goes beyond 11’h7fe, 
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OVERFLOW occurs. If some over the operand is limitless then mean operand is 

denormalized after the outturn evolved desire keep indicated as much INVALID 

(NaN). The end result concerning the required multiplication is normalized in 

conformity with have a lead 1 simply according to left side over the decimal factor.  

Rounding is required in accordance with rearrange the 53x53 (106) mantissa 

multiplication result according to 53-bit only. We hold implemented the round in 

accordance with nearest so distinct only into the IEEE 754 format for DPFP furer’s 

multiplication. To minimize the run time of multiplication strategy Sukrith, and 

Sreekumar [70] adopted the Furer’s integer multiplication for mantissa in double 

precision floating point multiplication. Because, Furer’s algorithm can multiply up to 

big integer Values and the time complexity for the Furer’s algorithm is less compared 

to others. After the sign and exponent calculation, we hold in conformity to perform 

the mantissa multiplication by the use of Furer’s multiplication algorithm. For that, we 

are considering the 53 bit mantissa as the input of Furer’s multiplication. First of all, 

we have according to convert the mantissa value among its equivalent integer values. 

After the conversion is done, we hold in accordance with perform the double 

precision floating point Furer’s multiplication of mantissas. 

There are 2 key tricks for the recent speedy integer multiplication algorithm. 

1. An alternative FFT algorithm is utilized with the property as is usually going 

on roots about unity are about low order. 

2. The computation is finished over a ring together with best multiplications 

together with many low requests over solidarity. 

The block size about the AES has 128 bits and the quantity of round in AES depends 

on the key size. The spawn of the double precision multiplier has 64 bit key then 

consequently the plaintext utilized inside the AES methodology is given by 128 bits 

and totally we get 128 strings or bit as the input. In our projected approach, all the 

first three rounds are executed commonly just kind of the AES manner. However 

within the add round key, here we are XORed the outcomes of DPFP furer’s 

multiplication with key generated by AES. Also, DPFP is used to enhance the 

security inside of add round key is shown in Fig:  2.10. 

Inside on the add round key, we are performing the XOR operation for doubled 

precision floating point then the key generated with the aid of the AES. For that, the 

XOR process desire enhances the security about the AES. In this technique, the key 

cannot remain recovered. In the match as every person executes recover the key, at 
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so much point they cannot remain gain the authentic plain text. The decryption act is 

additionally done in the identical path namely in the alter order. 

Setetemela et al [71] implemented AES in FPGA with multiplication model that are 

executed with in Xilinx ISE 14.5 software. Xilinx ISE is a software program tool 

produced by using Xilinx because of consistency then analysis concerning HDL 

designs, enabling the developer in accordance with synthesizes their designs, operate 

timing analysis then have a look at RTL diagrams. AES architecture is implemented 

using Xilinx Virtex_6 FPGA device. Verilog Code is synthesized the usage of ISE 

simulator yet it is synthetic the use of ModelSim. The typical work flow regarding our 

proposed double precision Furer’s integer multiplication action is proven of Fig: 2.10 

and Comparison on Area and Power Analysis uses a less number floating point 

multiplication strategies which are done by the use of Xilinx Technology. 
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Fig: 2.10. Security enhancement methods of AES 
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Comparisons of area and power analysis for various FPM techniques are 

validated using Xilinx tool. To compare our proposed technique with existing 

methods we can adopt some methodologies like point multiplication, Single 

precision FP matrix multiplier, quadruple multiplier, Montgomery based multiplier, 

modified Vedic multiplier, Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) integer multiplier 

and proposed multiplication algorithms [67]. Montgomery based multiplier, Point 

multiplication and FHE integer multiplier is utilized for the comparison of LUT and 

flip flop used. The achieved frequency is compared with Montgomery based 

multiplier, Point multiplication and Quadruple precision multiplier and our proposed 

technique achieve better frequency compared with other state of arts. 

In this digital world securing the online application is a key task to improve 

the modern digital environment. So that, several encryption and other security frame 

work are created by many researchers. Still, the encryption models in crypto 

mechanism meet several challenges by the harmful activities and hacking 

technology. The typical function of crypto model is converting the plain text in to 

unreadable way, which is called as cipher text. Jun-Wei Shen et al [72] analysed 

several attacks model, Once the text is changed into cipher text by crypto mechanism 

then there is no way to return the plain message without the reverse process of 

encryption, i.e, decryption process. However, the most powerful malicious actions 

can halt the security model and interrupt the wireless medium in an unbelievable 

way. Regarding this issue several model of multiplication strategy is merged with 

crypto model to enhance its security. But, it consumes more time to complete the 

process; also the model is very complicated. So, the multiplication frame model like 

fast integer multiplication can maximize the security of crypto algorithm. Also, it 

takes less time to process the multiplication operation. Here, AES model is adopted 

for the security, which is implemented in Xilinx and executed the experimental 

results in FPGA accelerator. The innovation of this research model is developing a 

novel multiplication model as furer toom cook in AES round. 

In conclusion, algorithm is implemented based on larger bases that is very 

difficult as well, however may be necessary in practice for utilizing lower quantity of 

memory usage and take advantage of constant-time operations on FP/integer values. 

The implementation of DPFP AES is to enhance the privacy of the algorithm. 

Because of XOR the value of FP and the key generated by the AES cannot be allowed 
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the attackers to retrieve the key. For that, the privacy of the FP AES algorithm is to be 

enhanced and this can be achieved by the DPFP furer multiplication for decreasing 

the power utilization and achieve the less power and the achieved frequency is 

563.82MHz.  

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter several multiplication model and FP arithmetic’s are detailed in a 

standard way. Initially the logic analysis is explained, consequently, the function of 

FP multiplication is described. Then FFT model is designed and explained 

elaborately, subsequently, the crypto schemes are explained with attacks. With all 

these topics several recent literatures are surveyed. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Background 

In recent, the DPFP functions like arithmetic operations are utilized for several 

applications such as signal processing, scientific calculations, and logic units. 

However, the DPFP multiplication in the mantissa gets some difficulties during 

processing. When implementing the existing multiplication, it requires high area for 

processing and provides less performance. According to this issue, the new process is 

developed and it reduces the above issues. Also, the multiplications are algorithms 

developed like Karatsuba and Toom Cook multiplication, which is required lower 

amount of multiplication in the hardware when comparing other [73]conventional 

methods. The multiplication process is one of the vital arithmetic function, which is 

applied for several communications, image and video processing, and networks.  

This FP is tough within the digital design primarily based programs. The FPM 

approach is utilized for reducing the troubles of layout complexity, large location 

utilization and intake of power. The FPM standard is the IEEE 754 that is categories 

at SPFP and DPFP. This method details the SPFP in the IEEE standard and here this 

SPFP used the 32 bits like mantissa used 23 bits, exponent used 8 bits and sign used 

1bit for processing. Moreover, this work processed on the SPFP method using 

multiplication module based on SSA. Generally, the FPM model is expressed by the 

earlier fraction the implicit bit is utilized and considered un-normalized number as 

zero and normalized number as one. The SP of 127 and DP of 1023 is considered 

form of exponent bias. Compared to integer multiplication, the FPM is not easy. 

Consequently, it has three main functions such as the added the exponents of 

multiplicand and multiplier, multiplied two mantissas numbers and at last sign bit 

obtained by the sign bit of X-OR.  

3.2 DPFPM Using FPGA Accelerator 

Most of the logical activity includes FPGA point calculations. It is important to 

execute quicker multipliers involving fewer regions and expending less force. The 

greater part of the consistent action incorporates FPGA point working outs. It is 

imperative to execute multipliers including less area and consuming less energy. 

Multipliers accept a fundamental activity in any electronic arrangement. The greater 
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part of the logical activity includes floating point calculations. It is important to 

actualize quicker multipliers involving less territory and expending less force. 

Multipliers assume a basic job in any advanced plan. Despite the fact that different 

[74] multiplication calculations have been being used, the exhibition of Vedic 

multipliers has not drawn a more extensive consideration.  

Vedic arithmetic includes use of 16 rounds or calculations. An IEEE-754 

based Vedic multiplier has been created to complete both SP and DP position FP 

activities and its presentation has been contrasted and Karatsuba based FPM. Xilinx 

FPGA has been utilized while actualizing these calculations and an asset use and 

timing execution-based examination has likewise been made. Fixed point and FP 

number portrayals are as a rule generally utilized by different applications as in the 

plan of Digital DSPs. Rapid calculation with serious extent of exactness are very basic 

in an expansive scope of uses structure fundamental customer hardware to complex 

modern instrumentation.  

When contrasted with a fixed-point portrayal, floating point can speak to little 

and huge numbers, in this way expanding the scope of portrayal. Dynamic range and 

accuracy contemplations decide if fixed point or FP portrayals are to be utilized for a 

particular application. A model, where dynamic range necessities request [75] the use 

of FP portrayal is network reversal. Different FP number juggling activities are 

broadly bolstered by all the microchips and PC frameworks. Among different FP 

number juggling tasks, multiplication is all the more much of the time utilized in 

numerous applications. The productive FPGA usage of complex FP capacities 

requires the utilization of proficient multiplication calculations.  

A proficient multiplication calculation, which encourages streamlined use of 

assets and least time defer must be utilized for powerful execution of FP processors. 

A FP multiplier is the most regularly utilized part in numerous computerized 

applications, for example, advanced channels, information processors and DSPs. FP 

guidelines in benchmark applications comprise floating point multiplications. Aside 

from elite, vitality productive equipment for performing floating point multiplication 

is essential for installed frameworks. Essential piece of FP multiplication includes 

multiplication of mantissa. Increment in the quantity of utilizations including 

rehashed utilization of multiplication and the need to finish multiplication quicker 
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with predetermined number of assets brought about numerous multiplication [76] 

calculations.  

Among different calculations, Urdhva Triyakbhyam beginning from Vedic 

arithmetic is seen as proficient as far as territory just as time. The IEEE 754 standard 

determines group for floating point portrayal of numbers. Furthermore, this 

organization likewise determines floating point math, change between floating point 

and number configurations, transformations among different FP arrangements, and 

treatment of special cases. Another proficient calculation is Karatsuba calculation, 

which depends on separate approach. 

3.2.1 ASIC Performance in FPM 

The essential reason of an organized stage ASIC is that both assembling process 

duration and configuration process duration are decreased contrasted with cell-based 

ASIC, since the metal layers are predefined (in this manner lessening fabricating 

time) and the silicon layer is pre-portrayed (consequently diminishing structure cycle 

time).Contrasted and standard circuits an ASIC is planned and fabricated [77] by 

particulars coming about because of its application. Moreover, the ASIC process is 

detailed in blocks and given in Fig: 3.1. 

The ASIC client can indicate the circuit work at configuration level and 

additionally by methods for arrangement alternatives. In the event that the capacity of 

an IC is just constrained by programming, at that point it isn't called an ASIC. ASIC 

may contain an enormous piece of the gadgets required on a solitary incorporated 

circuit. As might be envisioned, the expense of an ASIC configuration is high, and 

thusly they will in general be held for high volume items. Regardless of the expense 

of an ASIC plan, ASICs can be exceptionally savvy for some applications where 

volumes are high. It is conceivable to the ASIC configuration to meet the specific 

necessity for the item and utilizing an ASIC can imply that a significant part of the 

general plan can be contained in one coordinated circuit and the quantity of extra 

segments can be altogether diminished.  
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Fig: 3.1 Process of ASIC 

Subsequently they are generally utilized in high volume items like mobile phones or 

other comparable applications, frequently for purchaser items where the attained 

volumes are very high that is utilized in the broad range. The multiplication activity is 

generally utilized in numerous constant applications. The plan of multiplication 

activity is urgent in advanced structure. Nearly, all carefully structured multiplication 

calculations display compromises based on the parameters of speed, territory and 

force. Also, numerous multiplication calculations are used in FP, for example, 

Karatsuba calculation, Toom Cook calculation, Fourier Transform based calculation 

and Polynomial multiplication are existing, the interest and use of these calculations 

progressively produce compromise regarding zone, speed, force and cost. Throughout 

the years, the quick Karatsuba multiplication calculation has advanced and upgraded 

drastically.  

3.2.2 Karatsuba Multiplication 

The Karatsuba multiplier dependent on FPGA conveys low inactivity by bargaining 

the zone because of the multifaceted nature in the equipment plan. The coprocessor 

based whole number multiplier gives parallelism inside the karatsuba calculation with 

decline in basic way. The multiplication focused on the Xilinx Viretex 7 FPGA 

assistants in the Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) calculation. The two-overlay 
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accelerate is accomplished by utilizing the two numbers of 210 bits. The multiplication 

calculation have a considerable improvement in greatest working recurrence. The 

urdhva tiryabhyam calculation of Vedic multiplier shows superior contrasted with the 

DFT multiplication strategy. The multiplication calculation holds its benefits and 

negative marks as indicated by the application used.  

The figuring out what's more, multiplication strategy accomplishes the ideal 

degree of security in the number hypothesis-based cryptosystems. The SSA with the 

Map Reduce model presents an effective equal multiplier for terabit numbers. 
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Fig: 3.2 Karatsuba multiplication representation 

Multiplication, a tedious number juggling activity, is actualized utilizing Karatsuba 

calculation as appeared in the Fig: 3.2. Karatsuba calculation decreases genuine 

number of multipliers utilized in typical multiplication and substitutes them by adders 

and subtractors which are less time devouring. For instance, think about 2 numbers, 

each comprising of 2 digits. Customarily it requires 4 multipliers while utilizing 

Karatsuba calculation it tends to be finished by utilizing just 3 multipliers and 2 
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subtractors. As the bit width of the information goes high, this calculation turns out to 

be progressively proficient. 

The execution of multiplication devours additional time, [78] power and 

further more requires more territory than other number tasks. Subsequently, in 

floating-point multiplication, execution enhanced mantissa multiplication is important 

to get productive reaction. In this paper, subtractor-based mantissa multiplication is 

planned. To begin with, single accuracy floating-point multiplication is planned with 

Karatsuba calculation to improve the speed, and later for all the more better 

presentation, a brought together subtractor-based is presented in Karatsuba 

calculation. Also, the structure of karatsuba calculation. In this, Karatsuba calculation 

is created by utilizing Vedic multiplication alongside brought together subtractor 

rationale. Further, the presentation measurements are broke down for the current 

methods with the proposed strategies. All modules are created with Xilinx ISE. 

The multiplication calculation when actualized in computerized controller 

ends up being adequate. The particular multiplication actualized utilizing FPGA 

lessens the territory with the slight increment in the basic way of scarcely any module 

in the plan. The Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA utilized for multiplication calculation usage 

shows less postponement time with multiplier and less equipment. The FPGA 

continuous actualized network vector multiplication exhibits the significance in the 

video handling, PC designs, picture and DSP applications. 

This paper presents Karatsuba multiplication based on which another trick for 

Karatsuba is introduced and proved being accessible in principle and practically. The 

majority of the strategies, for example, Karatsuba multiplication are "conquer and 

divide" technique: they diminish a huge multiplication issue to a lot of littler 

multiplication issue. This may utilizing of single technique recursively right down to 

small issue. Here, the karatsuba multiplication and its time complexity is detailed as 

follows, Let,   P = (U1U2…Un)b, Q = (V1V2…Vn)b, Where, n = 2K , then write P and Q 

as the following form: 0
2

1 PbPP
n

  and 0
2

1 QbQQ
n

 .So we get eqn (3.1) and 

eqn.(3.2), 

00

2

100011 )( QPQPQPbQPQP
n

bn        (3.1) 

The transformed karatsuba formula (3.1) to the following formula (3.2) 
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Fig: 3.3 Block diagram of Karatsuba Algorithm 

If normal multiplication, if n = 2 we get four partial products. In karatsuba 

multiplication, if n=2 we get three partial products. We can able to reduce 

multiplication count such that we get less power consumption. If n=2, formula (3.2) it 

needs execute subtraction as a base operation, four addition and three multiplication. 

In the event that n>2, formula (3.2) the multiplying problems are reduced of length n 

(n=2k ) the multiplication of three  in the integers of length n/2 numbers, to be specific 

P0Q0, P1Q1, (P1+P0)(Q1+Q0), in two addition of length n/2 numbers, addition of  

length n numbers, subtraction of two length n numbers. We can get the item by 

utilizing "conquer and divide" technique recursively. Let t(n) be calculation of 

multiplication time P×Q, easily we can get the recursion:
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Fig: 3.4 Block diagram for the Karatsuba  

    The technique for the optimization of multiplication of Karatsuba is: initially, the 

algorithm for, Karatsuba multiplication is utilized to multiplication in magnitude 

reduction by utilizing "conquer and divide" technique recursively. Also, at the point 

when the length of multiplier lessens to some level, old style Knuth multiplication is 

utilized to finish the rest of arithmetic multiplication.  

Theorem 1: There exists n which fulfils that the calculation period of old style Knuth 

multiplication is not as much as that of Karatsuba multiplication.  

Proof : Let t1(n) be calculation period of old style Knuth multiplication and t2(n) be 

calculation period of Karatsuba multiplication. As indicated by the past investigation, 

we have 
2

1 )( nnt  and nnnt 10.9)( 3log

2  .There exists n such that )()( 21 ntnt  . In 

this way, if n<256, at that point old style Knuth multiplication is more effective than 

multiplication of Karatsuba. 

Theorem 2: According to the accompanying technique, the effectiveness of 

multiplication of Karatsuba is optimal: if n>16(n=2k). Multiplication of Karatsuba 

algorithm is known as recursively, when n=16, returned to recursion call, old style 

Knuth duplication is utilized to calculate the result of two littler integers.  

Proof: Let t(n) be calculation period of the multiplication of Karatsuba . We expect 

that n>m, at that point the multiplication of Karatsuba is known as recursively, else 

old style Knuth multiplication is utilized. In this way, we have 
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   The multiplication of Karatsuba with high-request division brings the 

asymptotically quick calculation into the application for practical reach. In spite of the 

fact that the theoretical more terrible case intricacy stays quadratic, this has for all 

intents and purposes no impact over the normal time complex in nature. At the point 

when one needs to register the result of two 32-Bits positive integers, some straight 

forward low level computing construct code might be called, which can be viewed as 

a base activity. 

3.3 SPFPM using SSA 

This methodology accomplished by utilized FFT information. While associating SPFP 

with the SSA approach is a troublesome part in this work here, the 32bits SPFP has 

changed into the SSA for additional procedure.  

        Besides, the approval consequences of this multiplication with SSA giving a 

rapid. Henceforth, the measured number juggling capacities are accomplished by 

picking the best possible prime foundation of solidarity. For recreation of this work, 

FPGA is used and that is planned utilizing the administrators like adders and 

multipliers. The Vedic multiplier-based FPGA [79] accomplished less region and low 

intricacy contrasted and the count of vertical and across. Additionally, this Vedic 

multiplier accomplished low deferral and rapid when recreating utilizing Xilinx 

Spartan 3E FPGA. Besides, the FP arrangements are classes by different 

configurations dependent on the IEEE-754, which are decimal and paired. Moreover, 

these capacities are utilized in the advanced application like DSP. The FP numbers are 

appropriate for different procedures and the figuring’s. Here, the basic activity of the 

FP number juggling capacity is registering the multiplication procedure. The 

propelled techniques for the FPM are requires high recurrence esteem, lower 

postponement and region for additional procedure. As such, the number juggling 

elements of the FP depend the recreation of FPGA. This procedure figures and 

procedure over the FP capacities like multiplication, division, expansion and 

deduction in this way, this work is utilized SP, DP, QP in the FP-FPGA capacities. 

The above precisions like SP, DP and QP are related to the utilization of various bits 

capacities.  

            Furthermore, the Multiply-Add-Fused (MAF) is joined with FP and the FP-

MAF based FPGA is for the most part suitable for the organizations of the lower-
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precisions. This way depends different tasks like at least 1 capacity for accomplishing 

high results in region. As per this explanation, this is relying upon the math capacities 

like multiplication, division, expansion and deduction, which are required for the 

information way execution of the Mantissa for the singular tasks. In this way, the 

DPFP model is executed utilizing the multiplication instrument named as Karatsuba, 

which used extremely little force and utilized huge territory.  
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At the point when the FPGA based gadgets is handled in the ASIC stage then 

it fundamental for the procedure. Lately, the enormous amount with very speed 

process in the rationale sources and center Intellectual property (IP) are getting 

structure the FPGA methodologies like Virtex-4,5,6. Along these lines, this work built 

up the structuring in the SSA-FPGA model for end the confinements and issues, 

which is shown in Fig: 3.5. Thus, this model not required a few number of [80] CPU 

centers and the PE of CPU required the capacities dependent on expansion and 

multiplication. In this, the preparing squares are sorted out at the structure of pipeline. 

Here, the DPFPM based SSA is used the PE to achieve the effective yield in the 

region and force. In this way, the execution of this SSA-FPGA module is finished 

with the utilization of Xilix Virtex 5.  

3.4 DPFPM using SSA 

The DPFPM component is one of the calculations that can be utilized in different 

capacities, for example, number crunchers, ALU, and handling dependent on sign and 

pictures. In any case, the mantissa multiplication utilized 53x53 is the best challenges 

of DPFP activity since this module needs high territory for preparing. Subsequently, 

this way builds up the SSA instrument dependent on High speed utilizing FPGA 

model (HS-SSA-FPGA), which is utilized low amount of multiplication equipment 

when contrasted and other winning methodologies. Also, the process of SSA 

multiplication using the integer values is represented in Fig: 3.6. 
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Fig: 3.6 SSA based integer multiplication 

Here, SSA model is utilized to duplicated the numbers that is more note 

worthy than five digits, which is accomplished the extents somewhere in the range big 

integer numbers. The execution of this work gives better viability utilizing SSA and 

FPGA achieved best yields in the boundaries like territory and deferral. The CU of the 

FPGA is used the PEs with the utilization of outside solicitation made from CPU. 

This model is achieving exceptionally results than different models like Vedic and 

Karatsuba. This epic model is played out the capacity at 230.14 MHz and improves 

the speed at 45% than the other winning model. 

3.5 AES using DPFPM 

Now a days, the security count searches for a high compelling and lower cost modulo 

number shuffling execution, particularly; the duplication method using gigantic 
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math's for increasing the security events. FPM is utilized for immense occupation in 

various modernized applications, for instance, signal processors, PCs, [81] control 

processors, and so forth. Likewise, the customary growth technique required most 

outrageous opportunity to develop the approaches for reducing these problems; fast 

entire number increment manner is proposed. Thus, the principal point of 

convergence using fast entire number increment model is taking care of time decline. 

Additionally, the numbers which are used in calculating or basis include are not with 

everything taken into account number for all circumstance it in like manner be a FP 

numbers. Furthermore, this expansion method is occasionally utilized for improving 

the protection in the cryptographic methods. Additionally, the transmitting data in the 

far off channel is very defenseless against ambush considering its affects. Thus, in 

several types the cryptographic figuring is fragmented; to supersede such an issue the 

fast number increment technique is introduced. Increment method is the necessary 

dynamic technique in huge amount of power handling presentations. Plus, the growth 

work required all the additionally dealing with time in like manner the structure for 

such duplication units are staggering.  

The FP movement is as sign model and mantissa, for the 64-bit drifting point 

increment the bit doled out using 1 bit, 11 bits, 53 bits are used for sign, exponent and 

mantissa estimation. In like manner the DP drifting centers is generally needs very 

large amount of memory used in the process execution. Also, in (PC) as opposed to an 

increasingly broad area progression/presentation the DP framework is readied. Also, 

the structure of DP-SSA model is shown in Fig: 3.7. 
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Fig: 3.7 DP-SSA structure 
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The standard explanation behind using DP approach utilized for reducing the 

multifaceted nature in wide range of application. Moreover, giving assurance during 

the data transmission and ensuring about the data from imposters is the tremendous 

key perils after in far off standard. 

3.5.1 AES Process 

AES model is the greatest developed encryption method in the cryptography using 

symmetric square figure and utilizes a comparable key for encrypting the data and 

unscrambling capacity. Anyway, this model is defenceless against assaults some 

hurtful malignant exercises can ready to reduce the protection of channel. Besides, 

AES method is employed to 128 bits square additionally used 3 keys, for example, 

these keys are having 128 bits, 192 bits, and 256 bits. Thus, the message portion 

square can be improved the next message portion square therefore, the parts 

information is traded. The whole message or information piece is handled by the 

utilization of replacement adjusts. Besides, the boundary of the AES is employed to 

the key length that using the 128 bits key at that point it has 10 changes, which is 

detailed in Fig: 3.8. 
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Fig: 3.8 AES Process model  

         Substitute bytes round, it comprises of the conceivable mix of 8-piece 

arrangement and each piece is linked through next sub bytes. Likewise, the sub bytes 

changing are utilizing S-box. Changing the mix column model is used for processing 

using the column by column method and the obtained outcomes in the earlier rows are 

XORed using the model of polynomial multiplication.  
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The structural diagram of Furer is given in Fig: 3.9. From this part, the 

proposed DPFP model multiplication is introduced for further processing. Moreover, 

this model is multiplied using the XOR function and the result of the model is very 

unique and the attained key is not identified by imposters. Also, the multiplication 

model is sustained at the end of process complete appropriate action. The attained 

result of the multiplication round is given to the next step of the [82] model for further 

processing. Consequently, this process of round key is utilized to generate the keys 

for further processing. Hence, when the key generation is completed then the 

encryption process is processed. 

3.5.2 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)  

So as to conquer this downside, various strategies or calculations have been created to 

diminish computations. The different strategies created to register DFT with 

diminished number of computations are all in all called Fast Fourier Change. The FFT 

or Fast Fourier Transform is a technique for ascertaining not each in turn, however as 

a gathering, utilizing an uncommon calculation. The FFT requires considerably less 

handling power than a DFT for a similar number of symphonious outcomes. An FFT 

be that as it may, requires the quantity of tests being broke down to be a double 

number for example an intensity of two. 

FPM utilizing regular strategy includes customary multiplication of numbers. 

As referenced prior, multiplication is a significant advance in all essential 

computerized signal handling applications hence forth it ought to be quicker and 

straightforward and should have less multifaceted nature [83]. Multiplication speed 

decides the general execution of a FFT processor. Aside from speed, power is a 

significant boundary in light of the fact that higher force utilization. Moreover, 

numerous applications are battery fueled and request on low force utilization. 

Consequently, low force configuration is significant. Littler territory diminishes the 

general expense and unpredictability of the FFT framework and diminished greatest 

recurrence will speed up the framework. Thus speed, force and zone are three most 

critical boundaries. Albeit ordinary technique is basic it isn't quicker since it gives 

expanded number of non zero components because of which fractional items 

additionally increments. Ordinary procedure can go wrong what's more part, which 

sets another downside. Amalgamation of the customary strategy in floating point 

multiplication shows expanded unique intensity of the multiplier and furthermore has 
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progressively number of rationale components. Subsequently customary procedure 

bombs in satisfying the three significant parts of a FPM for FFT applications that is 

mentioned in Fig: 3.8. 
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Fig: 3.10 Structure of FFT 

In engineering, a query table is an array that replaces run time calculation with 

an easier array ordering action. The reserve funds as far as preparing period can be 

huge, since recuperating an incentive from memory is frequently speedier than 

suffering a "costly" scheming or data/yield activity. Equipment assets on a FPGA are 

shown by the quantity of cuts [84] that FPGA has, where a cut is included look-into 

tables (LUTs) and flip failures. The quantity of LUTs and flip tumbles that Xilinx 

characterizes to make up a solitary cut is distinctive dependent on the group of the 

chip. This engineering with minor alterations is utilized in all Virtex FPGA families 

before Virtex-5 is given in Fig:  3.10 and all Spartan FPGA families up until this point 

(in any event, up to Spartan-3A). Two 4-input LUTs can execute any 4-input boolean 

capacity, utilized as combinational capacity generators.  

Two devoted client-controlled multiplexers for combinational rationale 

(MUXF5 and MUXFX). MUXF5 can be utilized to consolidate yields of the cut's 

LUTs thus to actualize 5-input combinational circuit. MUXFX is utilized to 
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consolidate [83] yields of the other MUXF5 and MUXFX (from different cuts). 

Dedicated number juggling rationale (two 1-piece adders, convey chain and [85] two 

committed AND gates for quick and proficient multiplication). Two 1-piece enrolls 

that can be designed either as flip-flops or as locks. The contribution to these registers 

is chosen by YMUX and XMUX multiplexers. Note that these multiplexers are not 

client controlled: the way is chosen during FPGA programming. 
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and carry logic

SR

SR

4-input

LUT
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MUX Fx
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MUX F5

 

Fig: 3.11 Representation of Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA slice 

           The vast majority of the number juggling tasks assumes a crucial job for 

planning of the application explicit strategy and furthermore structuring in advanced 

processor. Because of the progressions in the VLSI circuits loads of composite 

circuits are easily actualized furthermore, planned these days. This is because of the 

way that gigantic increment in the chip incorporation innovation, the [86] majority of 

chips are planned in little size and with high scope of precision and speed. So as to be 

liberated from scaling mistakes which happen in the fixed-point number and to beat 

this sort blunders floating point portrayal are favored as a result of the nearness of 

high unique range. Calculations are been utilized for the planning of enormous 
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number circuits which really appeared to be extremely intense in prior days and now 

different examination are accomplished for structuring of a [87] whimsical circuits 

alongside the ordinary sort of configuration circuits.  

             The genuine numbers are extremely simple for hand calculations and it is 

advantageous approach to utilize, however it has an additional weakness that it isn't 

reasonable for universally useful counts. For logical calculations to do it ought to 

fulfill a portion of the standards with the end goal that [88] the size of a number ought 

to be little for the capacity reason and the activities must be simple movability to be 

high and results ought to be precise. For investigation and usage of discrete signs the 

calculation that generally utilized is DFT. Conversion, for example, time area to 

recurrence space and from recurrence to time area can be done. For streamlined 

outcome FFT calculation, for example, butterfly-based engineering is utilized 

depending upon the no. of tests and FFT structure is mentioned in Fig: 3.12. 
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Fig: 3.12 Process of FFT 
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The FFT is the key significance while planning the ASIC for a DSL modem. 

The explanation is that it takes a higher value of region and force [89] on the chip. 

The equipment execution of the calculation can be done in either fixed or floating 

point. The standard determines just a SP (32 bits) and a DP (64 bits), it is workable 

for certain applications that an even 32 bits is considerably a lot for what is required. 

In the present commitment an instrument is depicted [90] for deciding the ideal 

number of bits.  It comprises of an interleaved course of two sorts of components. 

These are radix-r computational components and information reordering component. 

The fidget variables might be processed or then again might be acquired from a 

memory. In the information stream, the computational component is utilized first, at 

that point the two kinds of components exchange finishing with a computational 

component. There [84] are two kinds of computational components (additionally 

called butterfly units). Discrete In Time (DIT) computational components comprise of 

complex multiplication(s) trailed by a whole and distinction organize. Discrete In 

Frequency (DIF) computational components comprise of an aggregate and contrast 

arrange followed by complex multiplication. 

FPGA have long been alluring for quickening fixed-point applications. From 

the get-go, FPGAs could convey several thin, low fixed-point tasks. Creators just 

expected to discover a limited measure of parallelism and the most famous 

applications had characteristic parallelism. As FPGAs developed, the measure of 

parallelism to be misused developed quickly with FPGA size. This was a help to 

numerous application planners as it empowered them to catch a greater amount of the 

application. It likewise implied that the presentation of FPGAs was becoming quicker 

than that of CPUs. Hence, it was conceivable [91] to squander some of pinnacle 

execution and still significantly outflank CPUs. The plan of floating-point 

applications for FPGAs is entirely different. While FPGAs have since quite a while 

ago had a significant advantage over CPUs in crude number execution, they [92] are a 

few seconds ago arriving at equality with CPUs in crude floating- point execution. 

While FPGAs might have the option to support a higher level of their pinnacle 

floating-point execution than CPUs, they face a few difficulties in that mission. The 

preeminent issue for FPGAs is the need to separate monstrous measures of 

parallelism. This is obviously feasible for framework multiplication, LU 

decomposition, and framework vector multiplication for both dense and sparse 

frameworks, however it tends to be troublesome in different cases. With 30 FP units 
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having 10 patterns of idleness, it might be difficult to locate the 300 way parallelism 

that is inferred while fulfilling the entirety of the inborn information conditions. The 

quick fourier change (FFT) [93] is a following stage in exploring the floating-point 

abilities of FPGAs. While it has plentiful parallelism, it presents more information 

conditions. While the FFT has been concentrated on FPGAs previously, it has not 

been viewed as utilizing two fold accuracy floating-point, which is basic to logical 

applications. This progressions the issues fundamentally in light of the fact that 

expansion turns out to be similarly as expensive as multiplication [94]. 

The usable data transmission is restricted to one complex DPFP number for 

every cycle per course due to the limited throughput of the butterfly unit. The last 

term represents the last go through a subset of the stages, with the comparing delays. 

The pipelined FFT execution has two huge inconveniences. First, the high inactivity 

of the by and large pipeline implies that a large number of the butterfly units sit inert 

while the pipeline is introduced and keeping in mind that it is flushed; in this way, if 

the generally speaking calculation is short comparative with the pipeline delay, the 

supported exhibition is low. Moreover, if the quantity of FFT stages isn't an even 

numerous of the quantity of equipment stages, a large number of the equipment assets 

sit inactive on the last pass. The essential points of interest of this implementation 

[95] are the constrained necessity for memory transfer speed and the constrained 

necessity for inside memory for generally short pipelines.  

The DFT is utilized to change persistent capacity to discrete capacity, with the 

goal that the recurrence examination of discrete time sign can be performed on 

computerized framework. Fourier investigation comprises of duplicating the 

waveform to be examined by a computerized portrayal of sine and cosine waveforms 

of the test recurrence. DFT permits the utilization of any whole number of tests in the 

investigation. The inconveniences of the DFT procedure are, it requires every 

symphonious to be determined independently, which requires substantially more 

preparing power. Another disadvantage in the DFT [96] is that the calculation of each 

example of DFT includes an enormous no of figurings and at the point when 

enormous number of tests is required, the quantity of estimations will additionally 

increment.  
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3.6 Furer’s Integer Multiplication 

FI Multiplication 

{ 

     Decompose process 

     FFT 

Choose 

     Element wise-Multiplication 

     Process of IFFT 

         Operation*(=Multiplication in R) 

     Compose 

} 

 

 

In the above overall structure of the multiplication algorithm, there are many 

operations are performed shown in the overall structure. Every operation is having 

separate algorithm and they operate separately. 

 

ALGORITHM.  INTEGER MULTIPLICATION 

Input value: Integers 𝑚∗ and 𝑛∗ in binary 

Outcome: product 𝑃∗ = 𝑚∗𝑛∗ in binary 

n=round (2max (length (𝑚∗), length (𝑛∗))) 

if 𝑛 ≤ 𝑛0 then return 𝑚∗𝑛∗ 

𝑥∗=round (lg n) 

𝑦∗=round (2𝑛 𝑥∗
2

⁄ ) 

𝑧∗=FFT (Decompose (𝑚∗), α, 𝑦∗, 𝑥∗ 

𝑤∗=FFT (Decompose (𝑛∗), α, 𝑦∗, 𝑥∗ 

ℎ∗=element wise multiplication (𝑧∗, 𝑤∗, 𝑦∗, 𝑥∗) 

𝑃∗=Inverse-FFT (ℎ∗, α, 𝑦∗, 𝑥∗) 
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Return 

            Compose (𝑃∗)  

 

The product 𝑃∗ = 𝑚∗𝑛∗ is calculated with the FT over R. Let α be the N*th root 

of unity in R with values 𝑒
2П𝑖𝑘

𝑦∗  at 𝑒
2П𝑖𝑘

𝑥∗  (for k= 0, 1. . . x*-1). 

  

3.7 Procedure for FFT Decompose 

The input and output of the decompose processes are shown below. 

 

Input value: Integer 𝑚∗  of length at most 𝑥∗𝑦∗
2
4⁄  in binary, 𝑥∗𝑦∗ (power of 2) 

Outcome: 𝑚∗ 휀 𝑅𝑦
∗
 encoding the integer m 

for u=0 to 
𝑦∗

2
− 1 do 

     for v=0 to 
𝑥∗

2
− 1 do 

𝑚𝑢𝑣
∗ = 𝑚∗𝑚𝑜𝑑2𝑥

∗
 

 𝑚∗ = ⌊
𝑚

2𝑥
∗⌋ 

     for 𝑣 =
𝑥∗

2
 to 𝑥∗ − 1 do 

 𝑚𝑢𝑣
∗ = 0 

for 𝑢 =
𝑦∗

2
 to 𝑦∗ − 1 do 

     for 𝑣 = 0 to 𝑥∗ − 1 

 𝑚𝑢𝑣
∗ = 0 

𝑚𝑢
∗ = 𝑚𝑢0

∗ +𝑚𝑢1
∗ 𝑞 +𝑚𝑢2

∗ 𝑞2 +⋯+𝑚𝑢(𝑥−1)
∗ 𝑞(𝑃−1) 

Return m 

 

 

3.8 Algorithm for FFT 

In the above FFT algorithm, the 𝑦∗-point FFT is composed of 𝑉∗-point inner 
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FFT’s and K-point outer FFT’s. We use the [97] vectors 𝑚∗, 𝑛∗  ∈  𝑅𝑦 , 𝐶𝐾 ∈

 𝑅𝑉
∗
(k=0,…....,K*-1) and 𝑥∗

𝑣
∈ 𝑅𝐾

∗
 (j=0,……, V*-1). In this FFT algorithm, we 

use the select procedure which is used to determine the recursive decomposition. 

 

In the above comment that explains the procedure selects 𝑉∗ such that the y-

point FFT is partitioned into V-point FFT followed by 𝐾∗ =
𝑦∗

𝑉∗
 point FFT’s. 

 

3.9 Algorithm for Component Wise Multiplication (CWM) 

 

start 

Input: 𝑧∗, 𝑤∗  ∈  𝑅𝑦 , 𝑦∗, 𝑥∗ (powers of 2) 

Output: ℎ∗  ∈  𝑅𝑦
∗
 (the element wise product 

of 𝑧∗ and 𝑤∗ 

Comment: for v=0 to 𝑦∗ − 1 do 

ℎ𝑣
∗ = 𝑧𝑣

∗ ∗ 𝑤𝑣
∗ 

Input: 𝑦∗ ≥ 4 (a power of 2), P(a power of 2) 

Output: 𝑉∗ ≥ 2 (a power of 2 dividing 
𝑦

2
) 

Comment: if 𝑦∗ ≤ 2𝑥 then Return 2 else 

Return 2x 

End 

 

3.10 Algorithm for Inverse FFT Algorithm 

 

It is the reverse operation of the FFT algorithm which is explained below. 

 

 

Input: 𝑚∗ ∈  𝑅𝑦
∗
, ∈ 𝑅 (an 𝑦∗𝑡ℎ root of unity), 𝑦∗ (a power of 2) 

Output: 𝑛∗ ∈  𝑅𝑦
∗
 (The inverse 𝑦∗-point DFT of the input) 

Operation: Return 
1

𝑦
 FFT (𝑚∗, 𝛼−1, 𝑦∗)  

Input: 𝑚∗  ∈  𝑅𝑦
∗
, 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅 (an 𝑦∗𝑡ℎ root of unity), 𝑦∗, 𝑥∗ (powers of 
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2) 

Output: 𝑛∗  ∈  𝑅𝑦
∗
 the 𝑦∗-point DFT of the input 

 

 

3.11 Model for Operation * 

In the * operation, first is to calculate the product of the 2 polynomials by writing 

each as an addition of real and imaginary polynomials [98]. 

 

        Input: 𝛾, 𝛿 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑥∗ (a power of 2)  

        Output: 𝜌 (the product𝛾, 𝛿 ∈ 𝑅) 

 

FFT Compose Algorithm 

Input: 𝑚∗ ∈  𝑅𝑦
∗
, 𝑦∗, 𝑥∗ (powers of 2) 

Output: Integer 𝑚∗ encoded by 𝑚∗ 

Round all 𝑚𝑢𝑣 to the nearest integer 

m=0 

for 𝑣 = 𝑥∗ − 1 down to 𝑥∗ 2⁄  do 

 𝑚∗ = 𝑚∗. 2𝑥
∗
+ 𝑎(𝑦−1)𝑣 

for 𝑢 = 𝑦∗ − 1 down to 1 do 

 for 𝑣 = 𝑥∗ 2⁄ − 1 down to 0 do 

 𝑚∗ = 𝑚∗. 2𝑥
∗
+ 𝑥𝑢𝑣

∗ +𝑚(𝑢−1)𝑣
∗ + 𝑥∗ 2⁄  

for 𝑣 = 𝑥∗ 2⁄ − 1 down to 0 do 

 𝑚∗ = 𝑚∗. 2𝑥
∗
+𝑚0𝑣

∗  

Return 𝑎∗ 

 

Thus “Decompose” generates a regular shape the place the padding is designed to 

restrict someone around modulo 2𝑥
∗
+ 1 when doing attribute within R. The MSB 

pointing quantity the mark of the produce will be optimistic identical mark will be 

undesirable if conflicting mark. So, to attain the mark of the point XOR operation to 

mark the adder. Since, the bias is worn for the floating exponent. 
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Algorithm. SSA 

Input  Operand C and D 

Output E 

 Validate the NTT 

 Product the output of NTT 

Take inverse of NTT 

Carriers accumulation 

If DiY ][  

{ 

Set Y[i+1]=Y[i+1]+[Y[i]/D] 

Set Y[i+1]=mod [Y] 

{ 

Return Y 

 

  Numerous algorithms are accessible in DPFP to diminish the exponentiations, 

which SSA is the most appropriate and prevalent procedures. This SSA originated 

DPFP multiplier devour little area associated to the conservative normal 

exponentiation technique. The SSA-FPGA process executed by the Xilinx ISE 

amalgamation tool, a reproduction tool, and also in Xilinx Virtex FPGA stage. The 

FPGA velocity  contains CU and PE.  

The Strassen procedure is the greatest suitable decisions for vast integer 

exponentiation. Overall growths as Karatsuba, conventional school volume 

exponentiation are not considerable appropriate for huge number exponentiation. So, 

an effective NTT exponentiation process created Stassen attitude indicate from hefty 

operand dimensions [99], that obtained low area Power and escalation the 

organization rapidity.  

The practice of Strassen Procedure comprises five step ladders: 

 Theorem contains of two trajectories. 

 FFT second-hand for each vector.  

  reproduce the subsequent vectors component by component 

  The opposite FFT of the produce and participate the course 
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 The Number SSA is NTT based vast numeral multiplication procedure with a 

process time  

Also, Digital arithmetic processes are the greatest significant in the plan of 

numerical computers and submission explanation organisations. A reckoning journey 

forms a momentous period of routes in the numerical organisations. The actual 

numbers represented in dual arrangement recognized as FP. 

FP arrangements characterized into second and fraction transaction arrangements. 

The FP multipliers are the greatest imperative in DSP submissions. The FP 

mathematics frequently recycled in numerous expanses, signal meting out and 

systematic calculation. A increase manoeuvre is the another essential process of the 

mathematics component. However, the greatest of these progressive requests 

necessitate low in expression.  

The FP- Reproduce constructed FPGA proper for low-exactness formats built on 

coalescing the totalling, subtraction and product processes are wanted in the Mantissa-

Statistics path dispensation into a solitary process. This technique necessitates one or 

many mathematics processes, which need more part. The DPFP by Karatsuba 

procedure requires additional area and devour less control. The FPGA strategies have 

the advantage of configurability associated to the ASIC stage.  

In the current days, novel FPGA strategies as Virtex can offer an enormous 

quantity of high-rapidity logic possessions and Intelligent Property (IP) essential to 

the SSA-FPGA technique. That support to overwhelmed the above-described 

problems. This process does not want numerous CPU core elements. The PE 

necessitates the adding and multiplier chunks that are decided like cylinder 

construction.  

One of the incorporated circuits is FPGA that comprising a collection of square 

rationales and interconnection possessions that allows the chip to configure. This 

reconfigured chip is concomitant in info and yields and squares are described in other 

perspective. The depictions of the enduring points are generally worn several digital 

application in various sector. It is chiefly related for conniving the process of DSP 

applications. Also, fluctuating numerals is established as very minor to great numbers, 

which labouring with the enhanced range. In addition, the rational square has capacity 

of logic gates. The Flip-flop [100] is a gradually intricate square of recollection to 
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store the bit value. The rationale tetragons have industrialised to be more rationale 

work squares employing query counters inside the rectangles to change the current 

size; to execute jobs such math tasks.  

This perspective on FPGA is just portion of what a pioneering FPGA is the 

present hard ware solution of the engineering problem. FPGAs are commencement far 

of on-chip framework. Be that as it may, the genuine intensity of the FPGA is as yet 

the center characteristic of having various rationale hinders that can be associated 

together to perform greatly equal, constant.  

It is firm to think around CPU performance alongside FPGAs. The bench marking 

of the CPU is normally gritty as how long volumes take to execute, and how rapid 

they run nonetheless FPGA execution be contingent on material throughput. Current 

day CPUs run in the demand for GHz, as the cutting edge CPU instance, thus it may 

have four peer that run at 2.4 GHz each. In various scientific application such as 

image processing, scientific calculation, [101] numerical processing along with the 

Filters as well as FFT of signal processing, the floating-point arithmetic function 

plays a significant part. Nearly, speed savvy a FPGA is exceptionally moderate 

running at only high frequency. This resembles a alarming alteration and might make 

one marvel, how a FPGA can be sufficiently quick to be of any value. This is the 

place the equal handling nature of a FPGA comes in. Moreover, the floating-point 

values are characterized in typical and technical method. The standard IEEE 754 

considered the FP arrangement as two types such as 32 bit of SP & 64 bit of DP. 

However, in the operation of DP floating the hardware implementation is a crucial 

problem. In arithmetic floating-point function, the multiplication process is a very 

problematic classical to instrument. 

In its place quick a FPGA model for an execution [102] on the information rate it 

can deal with FP. On the off accidental that we examine the overhead picture for 

occasion stream of evidence, we can observe how the rapidity is impartial piece of the 

condition. Material comes in to the FPGA, it at that argument encourages split up to 

be equal handled, the information at that point takes care of into various capacities. 

With enhanced input revolution, there has been a noteworthy expansion in the 

measure of evidence being fashioned by investigation devices. In frequent far off 

situations with controlled communication data program, there is a sensible need to 
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defeat this by operating far off utility in the framework such as employing movement 

appraisal in savvy devices. As retreat prerequisites advance, the formulating 

provisions will just essential to addition. New sorts of reckoning enterprises are 

required. In late 70's, some researchers recognized the background of equal 

assemblies misusing information level parallelism (ILP) utilizing remaining burden 

vectorisation and mutual memory parallelisation, utilized broadly in Graphical 

Processing Units (GPUs) [103]. Current energy fundamentals and restraints of 

Dennard mounting have replaced to confine clock scaling and it diminish future 

preparing abilities of GPUs or multi-center designs. FPGA structures speak to an 

appealing option for speed as they involve ARM processors and programmable 

rationale for hastening registering serious activities. FPGAs are the necessary 

computing platform, which provides configurability, pipelining, and concurrency. 

However, it has not been recognized as a conventional computing platform. 

Moreover, the major inhibitor is generally utilized the expert programming tools, 

recitation events based on hardware description language (HDL). Moreover, it has 

been utilized the implementation based on high-level software design tools like 

Xilinx’s Vivado High-level Synthesis (HLS) & Intel’s (Altera’s) [104] compiler for 

OpenCL. The concept has been raised though the level then a gap still exists among 

adaptability, routine & efficient ingesting of the FPGA sources. Yet, enterprise 

mixture and place-and-route necessary in the FPGA design flow that can be utilized 

for consuming time depends on the design complexity & size [105]. Moreover, the 

FPGA design flow is modified based on software or procedure developers and 

constrains the technology with wider use. To reducing the issues in the researches the  

FPGA platform is utilized for hardware construction that succeeds edit-

compile-run stream accustomed to software. Also, the process developers used FPGA 

instead of hardware separation & place-and-route. Moreover, this model achieved the 

inhabiting FPGA logic with high quantity of soft-core computers that are utilizing 

programmable acceleration. Thus, this fundamental construction of FPGA is very 

flexible and that is automated based on conservative software expansion techniques. 

Nevertheless, the dare is to form an FPGA resolution that is extra effortlessly 

automatic whilst still ensuring the high presentation. Although FPGA-based 

mainframe constructions occur like Altera’s NIOS, Xilinx’s MicroBlaze, and others, 

we suggest an Image mainframe personalized to accelerate image processing 

processes, thereby if an excellent mapping between FPGA resources, speed and 
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encoding efficiency [106]. Usually, the cipher Procedure is a 128 bit symmetric block 

cipher that allows the key length of 128, 192 and 256 bits and also has very strong 

keys. Its competence is better on both of the hardware podium and also the Intel 

Pentium and extra software; similarly it is the kind of AES. 

It also admits the added key dimension is to be implementable on a 

innumerable solicitations and other stages which are appropriate for a confusion 

function, stream cipher and MAC. Also, the AES is efficiently applied in FPGA 

accelerator to reduce the processing time. The present FPGAs are rapid and enormous 

sufficient to license paraphernalia usage of different controls that work quicker 

compared with their product just partners executing on broad reason microchips.  

 

Fig: 3.13 Basic Karatsuba block 

The computer hardware ancient times of the important trend is elucidated by the 

Moore’s law. It enlightened that in a combined circuit the more quantity of 

transistor’s are carefully placed progression in extensively increasing. Moreover, the 

regulation is synchronized with the digital electric apparatus’s ability ration such as,  

 memory ability,  

 processing speed, 

  computing power 

 Resource usage 

 Bandwidth 

 Latency 

 Flipflop 

The ASICs standard value is placed only the computer special function done for 

certain problem. Accordingly, the multiplication design issues in the system are 
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optimally reduced by the executed math units. In mathematical estimations of 

simulation issues are frequency varies. This is stops the ASIC standard in many of the 

applications. Therefore, a new computation platform is necessary and which has the 

characteristic such as without dropping the reconfigurable [107] and the performance 

should be high. Hence, the FPGA based device is developed for the perfect solution 

for such problems. The FPGA has limited programmable logic properties so this 

device is mostly utilized in bit-level and integer processing tasks. However, the recent 

FPGA are more motivating for scientific application at the place of floating-point 

arithmetic is necessary. The normal FPGA design has several MHz of clock 

frequency is utilized which is must beneath than the conventional 1GHz of CPUs 

frequencies.  

The possible hardware accelerators are developed by the FPGA device to 

obtain the peta-scale calculating power deprived of dropping the general CPUs 

characteristics. The FPGA has reconfigurable power, high performance and other 

finest characteristics are obtained. Even though, in scientific application it requires 

some major concern. Because the scientific estimating is the main model of 

mathematical along with numerical answer methods. Commonly, these methods [108] 

require large number of calculation by means of floating-point estimations, which are 

frequency utilized in super computers. The exponent, sign and fraction area is the 

special type of floating-point numbers. While compared to the conventional functions, 

the floating-point arithmetic needs certain superior hardware to progression the 

arithmetic. The code appealing the varied commission matrix increase and the impress 

of strands and responsibility pool in the processing time.  

The tasks are joined with FPGA parameters with its function. This licences the 

runtime scheme to choice the optimum variety to track at any assumed opinion in 

period. In scientific application, the FP arithmetic generates a main role in FPGA 

devices. Numerous types of techniques have been utilized in floating-point arithmetic 

on the device of FPGA for the performance enhancement. This is completed by 

relating a positioning strategy that receipts these substitute proposals into explanation. 

Tasks palpable with the clause gadget the equal functionality as extra shops but 

finished a dissimilar code. At assemble period, two forms of the duty are erected 

levelling unlike computing units. At the execution time, the tasks were executed on 

the core strategies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGIES 

This chapter describes the proposed methodologies using in this work. The new 

approaches are introduced for attaining high results using proposed model. In this, the 

proposed approaches are explained in four sections. The first section details the 

proposed model of KS DPFPM using FPGA accelerator, the second section details the 

SPFPM based SSA model. Furthermore, the next section elaborates the process of 

DPFPM using SSA for FPGA and the final section explains the AES using FTC 

DPFPM model for improving the security. Moreover, the simulation results prove the 

usefulness of the research works and providing better outcomes than other 

conventional approaches. The process of proposed methodologies is explained as 

following. 

 

4.1 DPFPM using FPGA Accelerator 

In general, Application Specification Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are utilized 

for obtaining substantial speed improvement in the fields such as signal processing, 

scientific computations and communications. Moreover, the FPGA reconfigurable 

devices are utilized for correlating with ASICs with the use of adopting the novel 

approaches. These are utilized in several applications for attaining [109] better 

performance interms of speed, power, and area. Also, these algorithms are attained 

high speed, lower power, and very less area for communicating. Moreover, several 

tasks are disseminated to another CPU cores in the conventional schemes through the 

intelligent bridges. Hence, this paper introduced the model for interacting solitary 

CPU core with FPGA high end reconfigurable devices through the PCIe bridge.  

In recent, the double precision floating point (DPFP)functions like arithmetic 

operations are utilized for several applications such as signal processing, [110] 

scientific calculations, and logic units. However, the DPFP multiplication in the 

mantissa gets some difficulties during processing. When implementing mantissa 

53x53 multiplication, it requires high area for processing and provide less 

performance. According to this issue, the new process is developed and it reduces the 

above issues. This method is developed algorithms in Karatsuba and Toom Cook 

multiplication, which is required lower amount of multiplication in the hardware 
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when comparing other conventional methods. Also, this method details the designing 

and simulation of the FPGA accelerator for DPFPM for attaining high performance.  

Thus, this manner is obtained lower delay and power with the use of effective 

resources. Here, The FPGA accelerator is utilized for FPM process and it provides 

better outcomes as well as the simulation of this manner depend on the use of DSP 

blocks in the embedded FPGA for permitting high amount of processing elements 

(PEs). In this, the control unit of the FPGA accelerator is improved the PEs depends 

on the exterior task request is developed from CPU. Here, the best outcomes are 

attained with the [111] use of multipliers and adders in the FPGA that are aligned 

pipelined, which are used embedded FPGA sources for attaining lower area and 

highest clock frequency. Therefore, this manner simulation is done using Xilinx 

Virtex-7 FPGA and used 8 PEs that is running at several frequencies. Moreover, this 

proposed manner has the feature that is it is not needed number of CPU cores. This 

method used various multiplication mechanisms for attaining lower power and high 

speed in DPFP with high presentation calculating (HPC) in FPGA accelerator. The 

basic diagram of FPGA based accelerator is represented in Fig: 4.1. 

Intel i5 Processor
FPGA  Accelerator Board

Control 

Unit

Processing 

elements

Interconnect Memory

Graphics

I/O Hub

P
C

Ie

 

Fig: 4.1 FPGA Accelerator communication 
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4.1.1 Control Unit 

In FPGA have the control unit to perform the operation that is performed based on 

following functions, 

 Control unit is utilized to searching the arithmetic actions in CPU 

 Initially, it can transmit the request message to the CPU for performing these 

arithmetic functions in the PEs. 

 When the acknowledgement is obtained from the CPU receiver then the 

control unit transfers the whole arithmetic functions from CPU to PEs. 

 Consequently, these arithmetic functions are computed and the obtained 

arithmetic results are sends to the CPU. 

 Also, the PE improvement is done based on the external tasks are developed 

from CPU in the FPGA accelerator. 

 Moreover, the PEs limits are dependent on the specific FPGA device input 

output blocks (IOB). 

 

4.1.2 Processing Elements 

FPGA accelerator [112] processing elements performance have some operations that 

are detailed below, 

 The arithmetic functions like addition and multiplications are performed when 

the PE received the request from control unit. 

 If the control unit obtained the acknowledgement (READY) then it transmits 

every arithmetic function to the PE. 

 To diminish the clock latency, the addition and multiplier blocks are 

developed in every PE and arranged in a pipeline form. 

 Moreover, this multiplier block is employed with Karatsuba Floating Point 

(KFP) approach. 

 Also, the PEs is developed in normal method based on the control unit 

requests for performing the arithmetic functions. 

In this, the floating points of the arithmetic operations are utilized for several 

applications such as scientific calculations, numerical and signal processing like, 

filters, FFT and image processing. Here, the IEEE 754 is representing the 32 bits 

(single precision) and 64 bits(double precision) floating point setups. Moreover, the 

format of these floating points is given in Table.4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Floating-point number format 

 

Precision Sign Bit Exponent Mantissa 

Single (32 bit) 31 30-23 22-0 

Double (64 bit) 63 62-52 51-0 

 

Here, these numbers are denoted in both normal and scientific arrangement. 

The hardware designing of this model is very difficult and very challenging.  

Moreover, the multiplication process [113] for floating points are more complex to 

simulate between every arithmetic operation.  In this approach, the developed FPGA 

accelerator is designed for getting the IEEE 754 standard as well as it considered the 

multiplication process that is used for consuming power and energy compared with 

other arithmetic functions. 

 

4.1.3 Multiplication Algorithm  

In this approach, multiplication process is introduced for reducing power and area. 

Generally, several mechanisms are developed for floating point multiplication. But, 

the proposed Karatsuba multiplication is very famous that is used in the proposed 

approach. Hence, this model decreased the power consumption than other 

conventional approaches. 

Moreover, this approach is simulated using the standardized FP numbers and 

the area of optimum latency is used for designing. Moreover, this method is designing 

is done with the use of various tools [114] such as Cadence NC launch, Xilinx ISE, 

and Xilinx Virtex-VII FPGA platform. Here, this simulation for DPFP multiplier 

needs the exponent, mantissa, and sign distinctly. 

 

4.1.3.1 Karatsuba Floating Point Multiplication 

The DPFP multiplied by Karatsuba has substantial advantages such as it takes lower 

powers. Consequently, by means of finest latency and regularized floating point only 

the proposed design is developed. The separate mantissa, exponent and sign are 

necessary for the implementation of this proposed model design. The flow of 
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proposed design operation is detailed in Fig: 4.2 The working operation of the 

karatsuba multiplication process is detailed as following, 

 This multiplier using the XOR operation of 2 numbers of sign bits for 

obtaining the sign bit product. So, Sign_o/p=Sign_i/p1⊕ i/p2 where, i/p 

denotes the input and o/p denotes the output. 

 Subsequently, the addition is performed on the operands and here, the 

proposed approach  

BASE=1023 (211-1-1).  Moreover, the BASE of all FP number is represented 

as (2e_bits-1-1). 

Exp_o/p=Exp_i/p1+Expi/p2-1023. 

 After that, the input operands of mantissas are operated as multiplication 

process.  

 Hence, the obtained results are limited for the precision value that is required 

for operating the rounding. 

 Thus, the round is operated on the product of mantissa and the modesare 

described in the IEEE 754. 

 These are providing the values of round is 0 then it is called truncation, round 

is +ive infinity i.e, round=+∞, round is -ive infinity i.e, round = -∞, and the 

round is represents the nearest to the particular value. 

 Therefore, the exponent and mantissa values are aligned at normalized value. 

 

Fig: 4.2: Internal Structure of Karatsuba Multiplication 

 

4.1.4 Extraordinary Case Handling in FPM 

Generally, the IEEE has numerous extraordinary types for handling the FPM such as 

INFINITE, OVERFLOW, NaN (Not a Number), ZERO, and UNDERFLOW. For 
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obtaining the standard output, the calculations correlate the detection of every cases in 

FPM, which is handles the IEEE standard as 754. Moreover, the output value is 

infinity when the operands of any one is infinite that is calculated with sign-bit. Also, 

the output value is 0 when the operands are denormalized, which is calculated based 

on the sign-bit. The value of UNDERFLOW is activated when the [115] resultant 

value is getting ZERO or below ZERO as well as the OVERFLOW is activated when 

the resultant goes to the 11’h7fe.  

Start
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If 1 operand 
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If 1 operand is 

infinity and other 

denormalized

Void function=1

E_o/p=11hff

M_OT=52'h0_0000

_0000_0000_0000
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function=0 E_o/p=11h 7ff
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Fig: 4.3 Flow of DPFP 

 

Moreover, the overall calculation of this multiplication is given in Fig: 4.3. In this, E_ 

o/p is the exponent value of output, M_o/p is the output of mantissa, and the 

keywords represent their accurate meanings [4]. Furthermore, the INVALID function 

is specified when 1operand is denormalized and another one is infinite, which is 
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provides output as NaN. Here, the output is normalized required the sign-mantissa-

exponent in 64-bits format is adding to the final output of the process. In additional bit 

MSB decimal value attained the mantissa multiplied results and in sometimes these 

are occurred after the rounding process. Also, the attained outputs are required to fix 

and the additional carry is obtained after the multiplication process. Consequently, 

this output is one bit right shifted and the exponent value is increased by 1 for making 

the output value is normalized. Here, rounding values are needed only 53-bit mantissa 

multiplication instead of 53x53(106) bit, which is simulated using the nearest 

rounding that is specified in the IEEE standard. 

 

4.2 FPM Based SSA 

The multiplication process is one of the vital arithmetic function, which is applied for 

several communications, image and video processing, and networks. This floating-

point software is tough within the digital design primarily based programs. The FPM 

approach is utilized for reducing the troubles of layout complexity, large location 

utilization and intake of power. The FPM standard is the IEEE 754 that is categories 

at Single precision FP (SPFP) and double precision FP (DPFP). This method details 

the SPFP in the IEEE standard and here this SPFP used the 32 bits like mantissa used 

23 bits, exponent used 8 bits and sign used 1bit for processing. Moreover, this work 

processed on the SPFP method using multiplication module based on SSA. The SPFP 

based FPGA is designed using the combinational circuits.  

When correlation the SP and DP illustration of adder provides the better 

optimized results for FPGA simulation.  Here, the proposed [116] SPFP is used in the 

RISC processor designing that provides the efficient results in speed calculation and 

accuracy measurement.  In this tool uses the HDL code for simulating the SPFP-SSA 

device.  Thus, the proposed SPFPM is performed based on the SSA approach. There 

are various categories of multiplication are used in the floating point such as Toom 

cook, Karatsuba. In here, SSA model is used for the multiplication in SPFP. The main 

feature of the proposed SSA model is to provide high efficiency when the integer 

value is greater than 5 digits. The proposed model provides the performance in area 

and power is calculated using the real time simulation of FPGA. 

This approach attained lower delay using SSA SPFP based on FPGA.  When 

connecting SPFP with the SSA approach is a difficult part in this work here, the 

32bits SPFP has transformed into the SSA correspondent integer for further process. 
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Here, the 
322 bits are utilized to the mantissa transformation to the correspondent 

integer. Furthermore, the validation results of this multiplication with SSA providing 

a high speed than other manners. Hence, the modular arithmetic functions are 

achieved by choosing the proper prime root of unity. For simulation of this work, 

FPGA is utilized and that is designed using the operators like adders and multipliers.  

The Vedic multiplier-based FPGA attained less area and low complexity compared 

with the calculation of vertical and crosswise. Also, this Vedic multiplier attained low 

delay and high speed when simulating using Xilinx Spartan 3E FPGA.  

 

4.2.1 SPFPM Based on SSA 

Here, the Number Theoretic Transform (NTT) mechanism is used in the SSA 

approach for the calculation of 2 floating points. Also, the fixed points are utilized for 

representing the floating values. Moreover, the NTT approach is utilized the integer 

values for multiplication process. This SSA is employed to use the VHDL coding part 

for transforming the integers. The SPFP [117] output value us obtained when 2 

integers are multiplied with the format integers.  Moreover, the SSA algorithm 

includes the convolution model with 2 sequences as N=8 length that is achieved based 

on NTT manner. Here, this NTT have validates the FFT function using the modulus 

value and the process of NTT is explained as below. 

 Initially, the values of 2 integers are transformed into the numbers of 2 

decimal floating. 

 These decimal floating values are organized to double 8 valued corresponding 

integers subsequently the integer values are worked using NTT approach. 

 Moreover, the attained integer equivalences are utilized in the sequence order 

of the NTT algorithm. 

 Moreover, the sequence (s) order of the FFT is denoted as the non-negative 

integer value of the approach. 

 

The value of n is must be a prime value that is obtained.  

 Also the m-point DFT, denotes the primitive mth root of the particular unity, 

which is compensated using the NTT approach that is mentioned in eqn.(4.1) 

 = gk mod M                                                        (4.1)  

Where, g denotes the generator value.                                                               
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 Moreover, the generator is calculated using some conditions that are, 

i. Initially, the g value is considered as to say a. 

ii. Consequently, the prime M is mentioned as M-1 and the 2 products x 

and y utilized for factorize the prime. 

iii. Subsequently, ‘a’ is calculated using the following eqn.(4.2) and (4.3) 

aM-1 mod N=1                                                     (4.2)  

ax mod N ≠1 and ay mod N ≠1                                   (4.3) 

 Furthermore, the NTT model based convolution algorithm is validated when 

the values of a, M, and N are calculated.  

 Moreover, the obtained 2 sequences are having the 8x8 matrix based on NTT 

and the matrix is given in eqn.(4.4) 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0

8 8

              

              

            

           

          

  

       

       

       

       

       

 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

8 8 8 8 8 8

0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

       

         

         

     

       

       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

        (4.4) 

 Also, the obtained FFT values are calculated using the 8-point based on the 

IFFT in the NTT algorithm. And the attained 88 matrix is shown in eqn.(4.5) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0

8 8

              

              

            

           

          

  

       

       

       

       

       

 

1

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

8 8 8 8 8 8

0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

       

         

         

     

       

       



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

            (4.5) 

 Consequently, this output is shifted and then added for attaining the accurate 

product of the particular integers. 
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 Hence, the product of integers is changed into the sP values and the proposed 

NTT block diagram is represented in Fig: 4.4. 

SP value 1

Transform into input 

integer B with N=8

8x8

Matrix for FFT
8x8

Matrix for FFT

Transform into input 

integer B with N=8

SP value 2

Converted to SP

Order the integers 

8x8

Matrix for IFFT

8-point convoluted 

values

 

Fig: 4.4: Diagram for NTT with sequence n=8 

The SSA flow diagram is represented in Fig: 4.5. In that, the input values are 

taken as the SP binary value. The information sources are considered in the SP 

parallel structure. The change of the SP incentive for identification of number is 

trying based on the HDL code. For instance, considered accept the model as 0.1234 & 

0.5678 individually. Presently, we are taken as 1234 & 5678, which has the 

information as A={4,3,2,1,0,0,0,0} & B={8,7,6,5,0,0,0,0}. Moreover, HDL codes 

using the transformation are created in the blended smartness of demonstrating. 

Presently, the utilized HDL code can scripted through end goal that the FFT 

information  

Moreover, A & B are assessed utilizing for increasing the 8X8 frameworks 

appeared in condition (4.4). The tangled yield acquired by the augmentation, which is 

changed based on the iFFT time space dependent on the NTT networks. Thus, the 

yield develops 8 qualities used for moving and adding to acquire the ideal whole 

A 
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number item yield. The number item is changed [118] over to SP portrayal of its 

gliding theme comparability. The proposed technique used coding model HDL is 

continuously executed by utilizing the Xilinx Spartan 3A tool in DSP FPGA. 

 

SP value 1st input

Transform SP to integer 

equivalent A[0:7]

 FFT using 8x8 NTT

Matrix 
 FFT using 8x8 NTT

Matrix 

Transform SP to integer 

equivalent B[0:7]

SP value 2nd input

Convoluted result with 8 values

 IFFT using 8x8 NTT

Matrix 

Multiplied 2 8-point sequences A*B

Can-Catenation of 8 values for 

obtaining the product
 

Fig: 4.5 Design flow of SSA algorithm for FPM 

4.3 DPFPM using SSA for FPGS Accelerator 

In general, the digital functions or operators are widely useful for designing the 

processors and many applications requiring systems. Also, in the digital operations 

the arithmetic functions play a necessary role to design a circuitry. The FP is one of 

the binary forms, which are demonstrated as a real numbers. 

        Moreover, the FP alignments are categories by various formats based on the 

IEEE-754, which are decimal and binary. Additionally, these functions are used in the 

digital application like DSP. The arithmetic functions of the FP are applicable for 
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various processes and the calculations. Here, the essential operation of the FP 

arithmetic function is computing the multiplication process. The advanced 

methodologies for the FPM are requires high frequency value, lower delay and area 

for further process. In this manner, the arithmetic functions of the FP depend the 

simulation of FPGA. This process calculates and process over the FP functions like 

multiplication, division, addition and subtraction so, this work is used SP, DP in the 

FP-FPGA functions. The above precisions like SP, DP are identified with the use of 

different bits functions. 

In addition, the Multiply-Add-Fused (MAF) is combined with FP and the FP-

MAF based FPGA is mainly appropriate for the formats of the lower-precisions. This 

manner depends various operations like 1 or more functions for attaining high 

outcomes in area. According to this reason, this is depending on the arithmetic 

functions like multiplication, division, addition and subtraction, which are required 

for the data path execution of the Mantissa for the solitary operations. So, the DPFP 

model is executed using the multiplication mechanism named as Karatsuba, which 

utilized very small power and used large area. When the FPGA based devices is 

processed in the ASIC platform then it very essential for the process. In recent times, 

the large quantity with very speed process in the logic sources and core Intellectual 

property (IP) are obtaining form the FPGA strategies like Virtex-4,5,6. Thus, this 

work developed the designing in the SSA-FPGA model for elimination the limitations 

and issues. Hence, this model not required several number of CPU cores and the PE 

of CPU needed the functions based on addition and multiplication. In this, the 

processing blocks are organised at the structure of pipeline. Here, the DPFPM based 

SSA is utilized the PE to attain the efficient output in the area and power [120]. Thus, 

the execution of this SSA-FPGA module is done with the use of Xilix Virtex 5 and 

used the Verilog code. 

The DPFPM mechanism is one of the algorithms that can be used in various 

functions such as calculators, ALU, and processing based on signal and images. 

However, the mantissa multiplication used 53x53 is the greatest difficulties of DPFP 

operation because this module needs high area for processing. Hence, this manner 

develops the SSA mechanism based on High speed using FPGA model (HS-SSA-

FPGA), which is used very low quantity of multiplication hardware when compared 
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with other prevailing approaches. Here, SSA model is employed to multiplied the 

integers that is greater than five digits.  

The execution of this work provides better efficacy using SSA and FPGA attained 

best outputs in the parameters like area and delay. The CU of the FPGA is exploited 

the PEs with the use of exterior request created from CPU. This model is attaining 

very superior outcomes than other models like Vedic and Karatsuba. This novel 

model is performed the function at 230.14 MHz and improves the speed at 67% than 

the other prevailing models.  

4.3.1 SSA-FPGA Mechanism 

In recent, several mechanisms are developed in DPFP for reducing multiplication and 

the SSA mechanism is one of the most necessary methods in DPFP [119]. Hence, 

lower area is achieved using this innovative model when compared with other models. 

This model is executed using Xilinx tool in the Virtex -5 xc5vlx20T FPGA device 

platform. Moreover, the process of FPGA in the CPU is represented in Fig: 4.6, which 

involves CU and PE. Here, the CU of the FPGA is used for searching the arithmetic 

functions in CPU.  

4.3.1.1 Process of CU 

The following functions are done in the CU of FPGA. Initially, the CU can be utilized 

for searching the arithmetic functions like addition and multiplication. Subsequently, 

it transmits the request to the CPU for executing the function in PE, when the 

acknowledgment is received then CU can change every function to PEs in the FPGA.  

The limitation of PEs is generally processed based on the function of FPGA input-

output operators.    
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Fig: 4.6 FPGA communication using CPU 

4.3.1.2 Process of PE 

FPGA accelerator processing elements performance has some operations that are 

detailed as following. The arithmetic functions like addition and multiplications are 

performed when the PE received the request from control unit. If the control unit 

obtained the acknowledgement then it transmits every arithmetic function to the PE. 

To diminish the clock latency, the addition and multiplier blocks are developed in 

every PE and arranged in a pipeline form. Also, the PEs is developed in normal 

method based on the control unit requests for performing the arithmetic functions. In 

this, the floating points of the arithmetic operations are utilized for several 

applications such as scientific calculations, numerical and signal processing like, 

filters, FFT and image processing. 

 

4.3.2 SSA Multiplication Process 

This algorithm is mainly used model for large quantity of multiplication and many 

algorithms like classical school book and karatsuba are not applicable for large range 

multiplication. According to this reason, the NTT multiplication based SSA 

multiplication model is developed for large number processing and attaining highest 
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performance outcomes. Moreover, this SSA model is depends on following steps for 

increasing the speed. 

i. This conventional theorem involves 2 vectors that is represented as P and Q 

ii. Consequently, all the vector functions used in FFT 

iii. The obtained result is multiplied with the element of FFT 

iv. Subsequently, the reverse operation of the FFT is performed in the product 

and then the vector values are integrated. 

v. Hence, the multiplication result is obtained.  

 

Furthermore, this SSA is referred as the NTT based multiplication mechanism 

using large integers with the runtime is denoted as 𝐾(𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴). In this A 

denotes the number of integers and the NTT using SA=R/(2A+1) R, where, A value is 

denoted as the power of 2. Moreover, the working process of SSA is mentioned in 

algorithm 4.1. 

 

Algorithm.4.1 SSA mechanism 

Input: Initialize the Multiplicand operands P and Q, base R=2k 

Output: Product R 

{ 

Start 

Compute the NTT values of P and Q 

The obtained result is multiplied with the element  

Set R[i] NTT (K)[i]*NTT( L)[i]   

Compute reverse operation of the attained outcome 

Set R’=INTT(R) 

Coordinate the carriers 

If 

𝑅[𝑖] ≥ 𝑆then 
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Set R[i+1]=R[i+1]+[R[i]/S] 

Set R[i]=R(mod S) 

Return R 

} 

Stop 

 

The SSA with NTT calculation, the input integers are P and Q, which is used 

number of digits using the sampling sizes. This is choosing the H as the prime value 

based on the primitive root (PR) (g) that is represented gp=1(mod H). Consequently, 

NTT is generating the numbers that is denoted in eqn.(4.7) and eqn.(4.8), 

𝑃𝑠 = ∑ 𝑔𝑛𝑃𝑛𝐴−1
𝑛=0                                                            (4.6) 

𝑄𝑠 = ∑ 𝑔𝑛𝑄𝑛𝐴−1
𝑛=0                                                            (4.7)                                                          

 

Moreover, it is multiplied using the elements Rs:Rs=PsQs(mod H), 

consequently, the calculation using inverse NTT for calculating using the eqn. (4.8) 

𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 = ∑ 𝑔𝑠𝑅𝑠𝐴−1
𝑠=0                                                                   (4.8)  

Hence, the final output is obtained using the calculation of accumulating the 

carries. Here, the computation of NTT and INTT is obtained using the SSA process 

and the normal approach used for computing FFT. Also, the SSA is utilized for 

execute FFT series T, that is given in eqn.(4.9). 

𝑇𝑠 = ∑ 𝑎𝑗𝑒
−𝑖2𝛱𝑘

𝑗

𝑘𝐴−1
𝑗=0                                                              (4.9)    

  The length is denoted as A and it is changes in to A/2 for FT calculation, 

which is represented in eqn.(4.10).  

𝑇𝑠 = ∑ 𝑎2𝑚
𝐴
2−1⁄

𝑗=0
𝑚𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛

𝑒
−𝑖2𝛱𝑠

𝑚

𝐴/2 + 𝑒
−2𝛱𝑖𝑠

𝐴
2⁄

⁄
∑ 𝑎2𝑚
𝐴
2−1⁄

𝑚=0
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑑

+ 1𝑒
−𝑖2𝛱𝑠𝑚 𝐴

2⁄
⁄

        (4.10)  

Where, the length value is transformed as 𝑒−2𝛱𝑖𝑠/𝐴   using power and the SSA 

model is evaluated using  𝐾(𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴) based on the FT model. 

 

4.3.3 The Process of NTT Model 

The NTT model is one of the categories of FFT that can be utilized for accomplishing 

using the integer values. The model of fermat transform is used in the NTT that is 
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2n+1. According to this, the NTT model used this modulo function 2n+1 for 

processing the SSA process and it is mentioned using eqn.(4.11). 

𝐶𝑗 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖
𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑔𝑖𝑗(𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞)                                                  (4.11) 

Where, the array value N is transformed into the array Cj that involves N 

numbers and both i & j are mentioned in the range [0 - N-1].  Moreover, the array 

value of Cj is taken for input while the array value Cj is taken as throughput. 

Moreover, g denotes Nth root of unity mod q, wherever q represents the number of 

2n+1. Hence, the number of the output array Cj is in the form mod q. 

 

4.3.3.1 Process for Root of Unity (ROU) 

In this, nth RoU can represent the number, which is raised by nth power and the 

attained result is 1. Moreover, Primitive RoU is developed by nth RoU and C denotes 

the primitive if Cn=1 then power value is < n and not attained the result in 1. As well 

as the nth RoU modulo q denotes the number of q that is mentioned at (mod q) and 

provide 1 as output value. Furthermore, nth RoU is primitive if Cn = 1(mod q) then the 

power is very low when compared with n doesn’t yield 1(mod q). 

 

4.3.3.2 Process of Twiddle Factor and INTT 

In this manner, TF is the nth PRoU and for all values of N the TF value is N/2. 

Moreover, the input values are considered as SSA model and it is obtained the result 

of P and Q (mod 2n+1). It attained the maximum output at 2n bits using the 2 numbers 

with n nits, so the attained module value is varied. According to this reason, the SSA 

process used the acyclic conventional model that can separates the values of N/2 into 

the equal number of bits. In this, the 1st half values are represented as content bits and 

the final half values are represented at zero padding. Moreover, the INTT validation 

of the proposed SSA mechanism utilized the input values at P and Q and the output is 

R=PQ(mod q), which is obtained using INTT and mentioned in eqn.(4.12) 

𝑅𝑛 = ∑ 𝑅𝑛
𝑁−1
𝑛=0 𝑤−𝑛                                                           (4.12) 

Therefore, this model coordinates carry to the output values and process is 

executed using NTT and INTT method. 

 

4.4. DPFPM using Furer Toom Cook Multiplication for AES 

These days, the security calculation looks for cost reduction and great effective 

modulo number juggling execution, particularly; duplication method in the enormous 
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math's can increased protection occasions. Duplication progression was huge job in 

different computerized presentations, for example, DSPs, PCs, and control processors, 

etc. Also, the traditional augmentation procedure required most extreme [120] chance 

to finish the procedure to address this issue Fast whole number increase model is 

presented. So the fundamental focal point of quick whole number increase model is 

handling time decrease. What's more, the numbers which are utilized in number-

crunching or rationale count is not all in all number for all situations it likewise be a 

drifting point numbers. Additionally, this increase technique is every now and again 

utilized in cryptographic assignment to improve safety efforts. What's more, in the 

remote channel data transmission is very helpless against assault in light of its 

hurtfulness. So, the various parts the cryptographic calculation is fragmented; to 

supplant these issue and the quick number increase methodology is presented. 

Increase technique is the most progressive procedure in gigantic force processing 

applications.  

Besides, the augmentation work required all the more handling time likewise 

the structure for such duplication units. The gliding point activity is as sign example 

and mantissa, for the 64 point increase the bit assigned for sign is one, 11 piece for 

type and 53 piece for mantissa estimation. At the point when the colossal math 

exactness is required at that place the two fold accuracy is required. The DP coasting 

focused or attaining high memory in the execution [121]. In (PC) rather than more 

extensive territory process or an application the two fold exactness system is 

prepared. The principle reason for utilizing DP approach for the application in wide 

range is to diminish the multifaceted nature. Furthermore, giving protection during the 

information transmission and making sure about the data from unauthenticated 

individual is the huge key dangers after in remote standard.  

For making sure about the correspondence one from the innovations is 

increased named cryptography that assumes an imperative job in all remote 

correspondence worldview. The typical procedure of cryptography can be converted 

the plain message is restored into cipher text by using utilization of encryption 

processes like symmetric or awry key encryption. Initially, the first or comprehensible 

contents are changed over in to the cipher text then without unscrambling process 

nobody can capably read the content. In any case, the more hurtful malevolent 

exercises can be interrupt the protection & degenerates high rate remote medium. 
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Thus, the presentations of the scientific methods for encrypting that may expand the 

protection & give highest information transaction rate. At first build up the framework 

model as AES, subsequently configuration quick number duplication methodology for 

increasing the protection of AES. Union the created duplication methodology in the 

move line round of AES, which implies the yield from move column is linked to the 

created augmentation model yield. At that point proceed with the procedure till the 

last AES model hence the yield has created the key as 128-piece likewise the 

transaction channel is progressively secured. 

The increase procedure has upgraded the exhibition of registering process yet for 

some situation the duplication procedure is confounded and [122] sets aside more 

effort to finish the whole assignment additionally it required the more usage of CPU. 

To conquer this issue a mixture duplication model is actualized in this exploration.  

 Primarily, the structures of Furer Toom Cook (FTC) duplication method 

utilizing Verilog documents in Xilinx tool. 

 Subsequently, develops AES cryptography calculation  

 Afterwards, created model is added to the following blended segment change.  

 Consequently, the duplication model outcomes is performed the XOR function 

include round module, along these lines the augmentation model association is 

improved the protection of AES in a successful way.  

4.4.1 AES 

AES is the developed encryption methods in cryptography that has symmetric square 

figure which implies utilizedthe comparable key for performing encryption & 

unscrambling capacity. Anyway, this model defenceless against assaults some hurtful 

malignant exercises can ready for breaking the protection. Besides, this AES figure 

can acknowledge just the 128 bits square additionally 3 keys, for example it is used 

128, 192, 256 bits. Also, the portion of data square is used for improving[123] another 

portion of data square therefore, the parts information is traded. The whole message 

or information piece is handled by the utilization of replacement adjusts. Besides, the 

boundary of the AES relies on their key length which implies, on the off chance that 

the key length is 128 bit. 
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4.4.2 DPFP Process 

In this, DPFP used the formats of IEEE that is categorized at the sets of sign, mantissa 

and exponent. Moreover, the IEEE format having the representation SP using 64-bit 

value and the first bit consider 1 bit value. Moreover, the continued section is 

arranged as 11-bit value and the last 53 bits are for mantissa. Moreover, the general 

blocks of the DPFP is given in Fig: 4.7. 

 

Fig: 4.7 General format of DPFP 

4.4.3 Furer’s Fast Fourier Transform (FFFT) 

Here, *R denotes the polynomial multiplication that can be carried laterally with the 

use of decompose & compose techniques. Therefore, these big elements are obtained 

from using decomposition process and that is mentioned as 2

2A where, the small 

pieces of this process is A .  Here,  consider the x & y  is the FFFT polynomial 

coefficient *R then p denotes the binary integer. Moreover, the lowest transform value 

is mentioned as j having the size C . Hence, the product based on component is 

denoted as e and the input data is denoted as P. Hence, the schematic model of the 

proposed method using multiplication is illustrated in Fig: 4.8. 

 

Fig: 4.8.Schematic structure of Furer with Toom cook Multiplication 
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The working process of FFT is detailed in the algorithm 4.2 based on the 

multiplication process. It details the functions taken for input and the attained output 

functions that are working based on the FFT module. 

Algorithm:4.1 FFFT 

Input value 

*,*),.....,( 10 RvRaaa MT

M    then  represents the2ndRoU in R* with 

forxvandxv MAAM /22/  AM 2 , integers AM , with power 2 

Result: 

MRq * M denotes DFT input, q IFFT, and f represents the output of decompose 

FFT. 

Start 

{ 

1. Int FFT ),,,( AMva  

2.  If 1M  then return a 

3.  If 2M  then return 
Taaaaq ),( 1010   

4.  If AM 2  then j=2 else j=2A 

5.  
j

MC   

6.  If 0c  to 1C then do 

  If 0c  to 1j then do 

  
)( 1 cCccc pe

   

  e ),,,( AjveFFTe C

cc   

  if 0j  to 1j then do 

  if 0c  to 1C then do 

  jc

cjjc vef *  

  ),,,( ACvfFFTf j

jj   

  if 0j  to 1C then do 
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jjjjj fq  )(  

  Return q=
T

Mqq ),....,( 10   

 }  

 Stop  

 

Moreover, when the process of FFT model is completed then the process of 

Component-wise multiplication (CWM) is processed. Also, the working process of 

CWM is detailed in following algorithm.4. 

Algorithm4.2 Furer CWM 

Inputvalue: 

MT

M

T

M Rqqqaaa *),....,(,),....,( 1010    

Product: 

NRe *  

 Start 

{ 

CWMFunction ),,,( AMqa  

 if 0j  to 1M thendo 

 
jjj qae *  

  Return 
T

Meee ),....,( 10   

} 

Stop 

 

Additionally, the FFT defined as the procedure, which is used to computes the 

DFT process with basis of order otherwise the inverse process of DFT (IDFT). Also, 

the function of FFT can be changing from the sign to the original field like the 

illustration of the FFT frequency part. Even though, this DFT utilized for 

transforming the particular series with particular space into the same space series 

based on DTFT model. In this, the DTFT time can be represented as the length of the 

obtained key series values. Moreover, the process of DFT and FFT [124] modules are 

utilized in this process because of their efficiency. Also, it is applicable for the 
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multiplication process to make it easier calculation. These functions are used the 

discrete catalog to modify the DFT module that is splitting into equal spaces. 

Here, the function of linear mapping is denoted as q and the basis of DFT is 

calculated using the eqn. (4.13) 

pq                                                                             (4.13) 

Where,   1,0  Mcjv jc
denotes 

thM RoU harmony is   and 

polynomial coefficient vector based on the degree of 1M  is given in eqn.(4.14) 







1

0

)(
M

j

j

j xpxA

                                                                (4.14)                           

4.4.3.1 Process of Decomposing 

Here, the proposed model using the decompose process for attaining better 

results is using the separation of variable. Also, the highest bit integer [124] value is 

splitting into particular length value for correlating the model of multiplication.  

Algorithm4.3 Process of Decomposing 

Info value:  

                      Consider integer a of length as 4

2MA  in binary AM ,  

Outcome:  

MRa *  encoding aint  

Comment: 

The aint  is the addition of jia ,  for Mi 0  and 
2

0 Aj   

Start 

{ 

doMtoifor
12

0


  

 doAtojfor
12

0


  

 A

ij aa 2mod  

  A
aa

2
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 If
2

Aj   to 1a then do 

 0ija  

 if
2

Mi   to 1M then do 

 doAtojfor 10   

 0ija  

 12

1210 1....  A

ixiii xAaxaxaaa  

 Return a 

} 

Stop 

 

4.4.3.2 Process of composing 

Here, the proposed model using the composing process for attaining better results is 

using the separation of variable. Also, the separated values are coordinated and make 

the further process.  

Algorithm:4.4Process of composing 

Input value:  

AMRa M ,,*  

Outcome value:  

Int a encoded by R  

{ 

       Start 

 If 1 Aj down to 2/A  then 

 
jM

A aaa 12.   

 if 1 Mi down to 1 then do 

 if 12/  Aj down to 0 then do 

 2/2. 1 Aaaaa jiij

A    

 if 12/  Aj down to 0 then do 
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oj

A ppp  2.  

Return p  

} 

Stop 

 

Furthermore, the next process is based on CWM using the technique as toom cook 

model and the process of CWM is detailed in algorithm. 

Algorithm 4.5 CWM based FTC method 

Info value:  

mqa  ,0                 //    is the binary system 

Outcome value:  

aqqaTe m  ),(  

{ 

Start 

        Perform FFT function ),,,( AMva  

  if 0mm   then return )12mod(_ maq  

  ma  rounded using the power of 2 

  2/2 AmM   

  Decompose process: jj qa , since mjqa 0,,  

  ),,,( AMqaionultiplicatMiiseComponentwe   

  ),,,( AMeFFTHalfInversef  )( vectorelementtheis  

  Return 

Compose (e) 

} 

Stop  

 

4.4.3.3 Round key Adding 

This part the round key adding method is executed using the function of XOR, which 

is concatenated using the example function of XOR. In this execution, it performed 10 
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rounds for converting the original text into encrypted form. Also, the round of this 

process used the sub key for all rounds to perform the action.  

Therefore, the proposed work based on DPFPM achieves the high security in 

the AES using the fastest multiplication module. Moreover, this process used the 

input data as 128 bits and that is separated as 4 words/ 16 bytes. Here, the 44 sub keys 

are used for performing the rounds and it has 32 bit that is separated as 1 word/4bytes. 

Hence, the attained output has key length is 128 bit value. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

In this chapter details the experimental results for all methodologies used in the study. 

The simulation of these methods is done with the use of various tools like Xilinx, 

Cadence based on virtex-4, virtex-5, virtex6 using Verilog codes. Moreover, the 

simulation results prove the effectiveness of the research works and providing better 

outcomes than other conventional approaches. The experimental and simulation 

results of proposed methodologies are explained as following. 

 

5.1 Simulation for KS DPFPM using FPGA Accelerator 

The proposed DPFPM model is designing is done with the use of Cadence RTL 

compiler and Cadence NC Launch is utilized for simulating the current process. 

Moreover, the processing elements and the DPFP multipliers and adders are simulated 

with the use of Karatsuba FP method. Moreover, the attained outcomes are validated 

with conventional approach. Furthermore, the interior structure of Karatsuba DPFPM 

is demonstrated in Fig: 5.1.  

KS MULTIPLIER 64 bit

KS MULT  32 bit

KS MULT  32 bit

KS MULT  32 bit

[63:0]

[127:0]

[63:0]

A

B

D

 

 

Fig: 5.1. Interior Structure of the Karatsuba DPFPM 

 

In this, A, B are represented as the inputs and these inputs are utilized for 

processing so it given to the control unit multiplier. Initially, the 32 bits input is 

processed in the Karatsuba multiplier and subsequently another 32 bits is given to the 
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multiplier, here the input bits are 64 bits. Moreover, the attained results from 

Karatsuba multiplier is specified to the combinational circuits. Subsequently, the 

results from combinational circuits are passed through the XOR gate. The overall 

simulation of the proposed KDPFPM model is exemplified in Fig: 5.2. 

KS MULT 32 BIT
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32 BIT
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A
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64 64
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[63:32] [63:32]
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A[31:0]
M

2
[6

2
:0

]

M
1

[6
2
:0

]

AHL  [31:0]

[126:0]D

 

Fig: 5.2 Overall KS Multiplication Internal Blocks 

The overall working process of DPFPM approach is detailed in below. 

 The FPGA accelerator-based control unit is simulated for accessing the 

arithmetic functions from CPU. 
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 Moreover, the adder and multiplier blocks are utilized for the processing 

element of the proposed approach. 

 These blocks are associated in the structure of pipeline. 

 In this FPGA automatically develops the several numbers of PEs based on the 

exterior tasks. 

 Also, the new model DPFPM based on Karatsuba algorithm is simulated for 

reducing the area and power. 

 For attaining best performance results, FPGA sources like slices, embedded 

DSP48 blocks are used. 

 The proposed blocks of embedded multiplier provide 33% reduction. 

 With the use of balance pipelining, the best frequency value is attained. 

 

5.1.1 Analysis of Area and Power  

The proposed KFPM approach is developed for attaining better results for power and 

area. Hence, it attained lower power and efficient area than other conventional 

approaches. Moreover, this approach Karatsuba FPM is compared with normal FPM 

or conventional FPM for analyze the efficacy of the method. The attained values for 

Karatsuba FPM is given in Table.5.1 

Table.5.1 Performance Metrics 

 Parameters Karatsuba FPM 

Cells  9144 

Power loss (nW) 412.88 

Dynamic Power (nW) 1362.81 

Total utilized Power (nW) 1775.7 

 

Moreover, the proposed DPFPM based FPGA attained high results for the 

parametrises like area, power and delay. Also, it attained best outcomes using the 

multiplication module that is Karatsuba FPM. These can be provides the lower 

leakage, high dynamic and reduced the total power, which are represented in Fig:  5.3. 
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Fig: 5.3 Performance metrics DPFPM KS using FPGA  

Thus, the proposed DPFPM based FPGA using Karatsuba is achieved high 

outcomes than other conventional approaches. Also, it reduced the power value for 

performing this complete process.  

 

5.2 Simulation for SPFPM Based SSA 

FPM based SSA considered the 32 bit input and the simulation process is explained in 

the Fig: 5.4. moreover, the 32 bit input for the 1st set is considered as 0.2132 and 

0.4323 that is mentioned as A={3,2,3,4,0,0,0,0} and B={2,3,2,1,0,0,0,0}. Moreover, 

the attained result is mentioned in Fig: 5.4 that value is 0.09216636. Additionally, the 

next set of input is considered as the values at 0.1233 and 0.5677 that is measured 

using SSA and mentioned as A={3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0} and B={7,7,6,5,0,0,0,0}. Moreover, 

the attained result is mentioned as 0.06999741, which is shown in the SDFP structure. 
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Fig: 5.4: Simulated result for SPFP-SSA using the ModelSim Software 

The area is calculated using the tool for Xilinx and the RTL view is mentioned 

in the Fig: 5.5. The proposed FPGA based on SSA attained lower power as 0.114W 

using this simulation. 
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Fig: 5.5. RTL view for SPFP-SSA in FPM 

5.3 Performance Results for DPFPM using SSA 

DPFPM USING SSA is simulated using tool as Xilinx ISE 14.5 with Virtex 5 

xcvlx20T that is used the Verilog code. Hence, the innovated SSA model is utilized 

for designing FPGA for increasing the validation outcomes and effectiveness. It 

improve the outputs at LUT, Flip-flop, slice, and frequency that obtained by SSA-

FPGA and the attained values are mentioned in Table.5.2 

Table 5.2: Device utilization comparison 

 

FPGA 

Target 

device 

Techniques Slice LUT 
Flip Flop 

(FF) 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Virtex5 

xc5vlx20T 

Karatsuba 390/7200 1456/28800 1613/28800 154.2 

Vedic 373/7200 617/28800 684/28800 198.54 

SSA-FPGA 97/7200 327/28800 16/28800 230.14 
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The above table details the values about the slices, flip flop, LUT and frequency that 

is compared with other multiplies such as Karatsuba and vedic. Here, the SSA-FPGA 

model used double 53 bits for input value and attained 106 bits for results. Also, the 

attained outcomes for LUT, Flip Flop, and slices are compared with recent prevailing 

models and the proposed FPGA attained high outcomes.  Moreover, these 

performance metrics are represented in Figures. The area value is increased due to the 

drops of the FPGA parameters and the SSA-FPGA values are calculated. Moreover, 

the proposed model attained high operating frequency than other models which shown 

in Fig: 5.6. Additionally, the results obtained from Cadence RTL compiler simulation 

tool and that is mentioned in Table.5.3 Moreover, the power and area values are 

plotted in Fig: 5.7 for various multiplication modules. 

Table.5.3. Parameters Analysis  

 

Parameters Schonhage – Strassen FPM 

Cells 5314 

Power loss (nW) 153.349 

Dynamic Power (nW) 6592.238 

Total utilized Power (nW) 6745.588 

 

 

Moreover, the performance result of the proposed model is illustrated in 

figure. It attained high power value as 6745.588 nW than other conventional 

approaches. It achieved lower leakage power as 153.349 nW, which all are detailed 

using the Fig: 5.6. 
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Fig: 5.6 Performance Analysis of SSA-DPFPM model 

Moreover, the attained values are compared with other conventional 

approaches which proves the performance of the proposed model that is represented 

in Fig: 5.7. 

 

Fig: 5.7 Performance analysis comparison 
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5.4 Simulation Results for DPFPM Based FTCM 

The simulation of this model is done with the use of Xilinx ISE 14.5 that has improve 

the efficacy of the innovative model. Also, to improve the confidentiality of the 

information is calculated in AES model using DPFP method based on the 

multiplication module as furer toom cook. Moreover, the working process of the 

proposed manner like CWM, FFT, decomposing and composing is detailed using 

pseudo-codes. 

Fig: 5.8 Internal Structure of Furer Toom Cook 

Hence, these techniques attained the high performance with the usage of 

multiplication module that is generally matched to the formats of IEEE 754. 

Additionally, IEEE 754 format of this process can be utilized to save or store the 

information in the particular devices. The interior structure of the proposed FTCM is 

represented in Fig: 5.8 based on the logic gates of the FTCM model.  The collection 
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of registers is called as the slices and it is named as blocks of logic gate otherwise it is 

called logic circuit memory unit. 

Table.5.4 Device Utilization   

 

 

The process used LUT can approve the execution of multiplication and 

rationale points is modified using the sign experiences of CMOS circuits. Around 

then the vitality is depleted from the conveyed capacity to energize the yield handle. 

Consequently, the dynamic force is diminished by lessening the voltage, heap storage, 

power gracefully & exchanging likelihood. The structured multiplication process is 

divergent from the calculation of regular multiplication in light of the fact that here 

the last measured multiplication manners are handled by the premise of the FTC 

technique in this way it accomplished high productivity and diminished vitality 

utilization additionally the recurrence accomplished by the created model is 563MHz. 
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Fig: 5.9 Comparison Result for Performance 

The important limitation of the proposed model is it utilized high power during 

process based on integer multiplication. For reducing these types of issues, DPFP 

model is developed and simulated in this work. Therefore, this model attained as high 

performance results in the power value and the FTC model is attained 1263nW power 

that is shown in Table.5.5. 

Table.5.5 Comparison of Logic Utilization with existing works 

Approaches Slice LUT Flip flop  Frequency 

(MHz) 

% of 

Improvement 

Normal 

FPM 

373/7200 617/28800 684/28800 154.2 - 

Karatsuba  390/7200 1456/28800 1613/28800 198.54 
28.75 

SSA-FPGA  97/7200 327/28800 16/28800 230.14 
49.25 

FTC 2337/12480 773/2492 926/2492 563 
265.11 
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Here, 1450 cells are utilized in the multiplication to finish the procedure which 

is point by point in Fig:  5.9. It implies the created model needs 1450 cells to finish 

the procedure. Additionally, the proposed FTC gives high dimension reduction after 

the main degree of recursion structure, for example to *n to )(log0 *n . Consequently, 

the handling particular period for multiplication technique is diminished so as to

)(log0 *n . 

The execution of cryptographic calculations is more challenging on embedded 

device than on PCs because of the limited assets. The expanded utilization of 

communication system and PC in the society has expanded the danger for restrictive 

data due to theft. Consequently, cryptographic implementers need to deliberately 

redesign or make explicit optimizations of existing calculations to fit such situations. 

In case, a light weight usage of a cryptographic calculation on embedded gadgets 

ought to fulfill the accompanying execution necessities: accomplishing superior 

performance, having little size code, and providing adaptability to a discretionary 

length. In recently, various works have improved the usage of open key cryptography 

on microcontrollers. Specifically, a light weight execution can be accomplished by 

enhanced multi-exactness increase usage and improved multi-accuracy figuring out 

execution. These techniques are significant for the sending of cryptography for 

reasonable applications. The 32-Bit ARM Cortex-M4 inserted microchips are well 

known low-end microcontrollers. The processor is chosen for benchmark target 

processor of NIST post-quantum cryptography. The 64-Bt material of a0 and b0 is 

aggregated and performed for registers of two by utilizing the UMAAL guidance. A 

short time later, the elements of a • b is identified and the result of the two words is 

included into the aggregator registers. The convey values from this activity without 

side effect can be performed. The outcome of the higher word is saved away in a 

worldly register before collection due to the overload. A novel technique for 

executing the multi-exactness squaring technique, called the "multiplying and MAC" 

strategy. For the reduce of Montgomery, we utilized an adaptable operand - filtering 

strategy. The presentation is sensible as the 32-Bit ARM Cortex-M4 microcontrollers 

bolster 168 MHz, which implies that Curve25519 and SIKEp434 can be performed 

still within a time. In multiplication of long integer, past works didn't investigate the 

usage. This implies past executions can't cover RSA usage. The single direction 
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convey catcher technique for coordinated multiplying and MAC activities presents 

further  for memory access optimizations. For cryptographic apps, the decision of 

crypto framework joined with the devoted instead of normal purpose equipment is 

critical in the utilization of reduce of energy. Although, one can utilize quick 

multiplication methods, for, Montgomery Multiplication Modular, which is utilized to 

find the Exponentiation activity; it is quick and appropriate for equipment usage. 

Montgomery Multiplication replaces the division by executing the modulus activity 

with basic right-shifts. The Montgomery Modular Multiplication calculation is more 

fit when a few Modular Multiplications regarding a similar modulus must be 

performed, as required on account of Modular Exponentiation. Along this, the 

proportion between the overhead connected with the transformations and the genuine 

measured number-crunching calculation is diminished and the binary technique, 

known as 'multiply and square’, is the easy and simple strategy to identify Modular 

Exponentiation. The capacity to create digit controls regularly empowers R-L 

exponentiation to be computed altogether quicker and in less space than left-to-right 

strategies utilizing the equivalent yet limited space. All current open key 

cryptosystems utilize Modular Multiplication (MM), and a large of them required 

Modular Exponentiation (ME).  

In this way, the exhibition of any public key cryptosystem is principally 

calculated by the proficiency of the MM calculation (augmentation and leftover 

portion activities) and its usage. Tragically, the classic technique of the complexity for 

integer of multiplication and the equivalent is valid for modulo activity. Additionally, 

for the reason of security, these calculations are applied to exceptionally enormous 

integers. This is a significant deterrent to achieving high throughput, which is an 

imperative measure in apps of network. Different strategies for integers 

multiplication. The important proficient procedures to calculated exponentiation is the 

multiply and square calculation, which is additionally called Binary Exponentiation. It 

radically diminishes both the quantity of activities. The deliberation level that we 

address is the hypothetical number of devices required actualizing an algorithm. The 

devices that we consider are simplest one (OR, XOR, AND), two- multiplexer input, 

Full Adder (FA) & Half Adder (HA), and. The directing, the deferrals, the force 

utilization, and the potential rationale repetition that based on the real usage are not 

considered at this level. The data can, in any case, be easy extrapolated to pipelined or 

practically pipelined executions whenever the situation allows. The Butterfly 
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administrator in arithmetic modular is drive on account of optimized boundaries, it is 

diminished to a steady move (from 0 to 1) and the negative qualities basically switch 

the add and subtracted assets. The HC is processed for the FFT execution devices. 

This implies each time a multiplier is included; its complex is registered by the FFT 

calculation. This calculation is hypothetically recursive of the fact that it requires 

multipliers of littler size. FPGA device fit for actualizing complex plans identical to a 

great many ways. In addition, recently FPGAs as of now contain many little 

multiplier centres that can be interconnected with custom rationale to assemble more 

device is complex. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

 

In this chapter describes the attained results for all methodologies used in the study. 

The simulation of these methods is done with the use of various tools like Xilinx, 

Cadence based on virtex-4, virtex-5, virtex6 using Verilog HDL codes. Moreover, the 

simulation results prove the effectiveness of the research works and providing better 

outcomes than other conventional approaches. Moreover, it attained high outcomes 

for the performance values such as power, area and delay. Also, it provides high 

secure to the AES model and proposed approaches. Hence, the observed results of the 

proposed methodologies are detailed as following. 

 

6.1 Results for DPFPM Using FPGA Accelerator 

 

The FPM model is most useful method for attaining high output performance in the 

factors of area, power and delay. Also, it has lower leakage power and attained high 

output power than other conventional approaches. The attained results are mentioned 

in Table.6.1. 

Table.6.1 performance metrics 

 

Parameters Normal FPM  Karatsuba FPM 

Cells 11,125 9,144 

Leakage Power (nW) 515.57 412.88 

Dynamic Power (nW) 6079.66 1362.81 

Total Power (nW) 6595.23 1775.7 
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Fig: 6.1 Performance analysis of DPFPM based Karatsuba 

The proposed DPFPM based Karatsuba process obtained better outcomes when 

comparing other techniques that is shown in Fig: 6.1. Also, it utilized very smaller 

area than other models as 9144 as well as it reduced the leakage power as 412.88nW. 

Hence, it achieved high power utilization than normal multiplication process.  

 

6.2 Results for SPFPM Based SSA 

The proposed FPM based SSA model attained high performance and simulated using 

the tool as Xilinx Spartan 3A DSP FPGA model. Here, the outcome of the projected 

manner is better and the values for device utilization are detailed in Table.6.2. 

Table.6.2. Device Utilization summary for FPM based SSA 

Summary of Device Utilization 

Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 

(%) 

No. of Slice Latches 56 33,280 1 

No. of 4 input LUTs 2,180 33,280 6 
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No. of occupied Slices 1,282 16,640 7 

No. of Slices enclosing only related logic 1,282 1,282 100 

No. of Slices enclosing unrelated logic 0 1,282 0 

Total no. of 4 input LUTs 2,428 33,280 7 

Quantity of used logic 2,180 - - 

Quantity of route-thru 248 - - 

No. of bonded IOBs 80 519 15 

No. of DSP48As 46 84 54 

Average Fanout of Non-Clock Nets 1.65 - - 

 

Moreover, this SPFPM based SSA calculated the performance values at power and 

area and the observed values are mentioned is Table.6.3. 

Table 6.3 Power and Thermal Analysis  

 

Hence, this model attained the power and area values than the other conventional 

models. 

6.3 Results for DPFPM using SSA  

Many mechanisms are developed in DPFP for reducing multiplication and the SSA 

mechanism is one of the most necessary method in DPFP. Hence, lower area is 

achieved using this innovative model when compared with other models. This model 

is executed using Xilinx tool in the Virtex -5 xc5vlx20T FPGA device platform. Here, 

the CU of the FPGA is used for searching the arithmetic functions in CPU. 
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Table.6.4 Performance metrics of DPFPM based SSA 

Approaches Cells 

Leakage 

Power 

(nW) 

Dynamic 

Power 

(nW) 

Total 

Power 

(nW) 

Normal FPM 11125 515.57 6079.66 6595.23 

Karatsuba FPM 9144 412.88 1362.81 1775.7 

Schonhage – Strassen FPM 5314 153.349 6592.238 6745.588 

 

Hence, the proposed model outcomes are mentioned in Table.6.4.  

 

Fig: 6.2 Comparison graph for Area 
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Fig: 6.3 Comparison graph for Leakage power 

Also, the values are compared with recent FPM models. The comparison results are 

represented as graphically and the parameters are area, leakage power, dynamic 

power and total power. Moreover, the comparison value for area is represented in Fig: 

6.2 and leakage power is represented in Fig: 6.3, dynamic power values are shown in 

Fig: 6.4, and finally, the total power value of the proposed model is shown in Fig: 6.5. 
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Fig:  6.4 Comparison graph for Dynamic power 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.5 Comparison graph for Total power 

Hence, the comparison of device utilized parameters in FPGA is mentioned in table. It 
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details the values about the model of FPGA device using, Slices, FF, Frequency, and 

LUT. The proposed SSA-FPGA model is processed using the FPGA devices are 

Virtex 4,5,6,7 models and provides the performance, which is detailed in Table.6.5. 

Table 6.5: Experimental results of FPGA  

 

Circuit 
FPGA 

Device 

Slices / 

Slice 

registers 

LUT 

FF/ FF-

LUT  

Pairs 

SSA-

FPGA 

Accelerator 

Virtex4- 

xc4vfx12 
645/5472 819/10944 760/10944 

Virtex5-

xc5vlx20t 
1014/12480 9754/12480 463/10305 

Virtex6–

xc6vcx75t 
884/93120 2299/46560 579/2604 

Virtex7–

xc7vx330t 
884/408000 2299/204000 579/2604 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.6. Synthesis parameters of the DPFPM SSA-FPGA model 

The execution validation of the proposed SSA-FPGA model values are 

mentioned in table. Moreover, this model is executed using the simulation tools like 
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Xilinx and it is designed using the FPGA devises like virtex-4, 5,6,7. Also, the devise 

utilized the input value as double 53-bit that is given to the FPGA and attained the 

output value as 106 bits. Additionally, the proposed designing in the FPGA device 

using various models, which are providing the results for flip flop, slices and LUT. 

These values are calculated and mentioned in Fig: 6.6. 

DPFP_SSA
Multiplication

xL[52:0]

xR[52:0]

clk

en

rst

y[105:0]

done

 

Fig: 6.7. Pin Diagram of 64-bit SSA multiplier 

 

Also, the proposed model using SSA multiplication using the 64 bit multiplier, 

which provides the RTL schematic diagram, which is mentioned in Fig: 6.7. 

Moreover, it is used the inputs bits based on XL-53bits and RL-53 bits also the 

attained output is represented as 105 bits.  

Furthermore, the interior clock diagram of the proposed SSA model is 

illustrated in Fig: 6.8. In this, the blue colour wires are utilized to SSA circuit for 

interconnecting the wired networks. Also, this schematic of SSA is connected with 

wires for developing the original circuit. 
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Fig: 6.8 Internal schematic diagram for SSA 

 

Moreover, the RTL representation of the proposed model is obtained using the 

Xilinx tool. Here, the FPGA model is used the input bits as 16-bit address and 32-bits 

data for write, which are utilized for processing and attained 64-bit output value. 

Moreover, the interior blocks and process of the proposed FPGA is explained in Fig: 

6.9. This SSA is employed to use the HDL coding part for transforming the DPFP 

integers. The DPFP output value us obtained when 2 integers are multiplied with the 

format integers.  Moreover, the SSA algorithm includes the convolution model with 2 

sequences as N=8 length that is achieved based on NTT manner.  
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invalid

mem_read

overflow
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Fig: 6.9. Pin Diagram of the FPGA Accelerator 

 

 

Initially, the values of 2 DP are transformed into the numbers of 2 decimal 

floating. These decimal floating values are organized to double 8 valued 

corresponding integers subsequently the integer values are worked using NTT 

approach. Moreover, the attained integer equivalences are utilized in the sequence 

order of the NTT algorithm. Moreover, the sequence (s) order of the FFT is denoted 

as the non-negative integer value of the approach. 

The interior structure of the process is shown in Fig: 6.10 that details how 

these components are connected in the interior. Also, details the original arrangement 

of the FPGA connections in this model.  
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Fig: 6.10 Interior structure of the SSA model 

 

FPM based SSA considered the 32 bit input and the simulation process and the results 

are calculated. Moreover, the 32 bit input for the 1st set is considered as 

A={3,2,3,4,0,0,0,0} and B={2,3,2,1,0,0,0,0}. Moreover, the attained result is 

0.09216636. Additionally, the next set of input is considered using SSA and 

mentioned as A={3,3,2,1,0,0,0,0} and B={7,7,6,5,0,0,0,0}. Moreover, the attained 

result is mentioned as 0.06999741. Moreover, the outputs obtained from Virtex 5 

FPGA in the Xilinx tool is detailed in Table.6.6, which is utilized for verification. 
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Table.6.6 Virtex-5 FPGA results 

 

 

The device utilization results are detailed in the above table and the schematic 

structure of the proposed model in the form of RTL is taken from the simulation.The 

gadget use results in the above table and the schematic structure of the proposed 

model as RTL is taken from the reproduction. The 32-bit input regard accommodates 

the counter. A counter is a contraption which is stores the events a particular has 

occurred, normally in relationship to a clock cycle. The counter yields are taken care 

of in the register. Next, the xR and xL bits are related into evacuate digit module. That 

expel digit regard accommodates the mux module. The FFT is applied to the mux 

yield which worth is taken care of in the RAM. Find the mod of the RAM yield after 

that IFFT estimation is applied. At the last stage, by then incorporate all 

characteristics based the recombination technique. This work is also kept on 

delivering GDS-II record using Encounter tool gpdk 90nm development. In Fig: 6.11 

shows the RTL schematic diagram of the SSA-FPGA system, which is taken from the 

reproduction apparatus. 
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Fig: 6.11 RTL schematic structure of SSA-FPGA model 

In this system, SSA module is reproduced using NC Launch tool. We have made net-

list record using musicality RTL compiler using gpdk 90nm advancement. 

Subsequently, we have done floor planning, included power rings strips, and 

coordinating using Encounter Tool. We have cleared out negative slack by picking 
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proper clock repeat. The SSA-FPGA Accelerator chip group diagram is taken 

experience instrument showed up in Figure.6.11.  

6.4 Results for Security Improvement in AES Using DPFPM Based FTCM 

Likewise, the recurrence is assessed dependent on postpone cell and sub circuits. 

Table.6.7 Power Analysis evaluation with existing works 

Technique  Area % of 

Improvem

ent 

Power (nW)  % of 

Improvem

ent 
Leakage  Dynamic  Total  

Normal FPM 11125 - 515.57 6079.66 6595.23 - 

Karatsuba FPM 9144 17.80 412.88 1362.81 1775.7 73.076 

Schonhage-

Strassen FPM 

5314 52.23 153.349 6592.238 6745.58

8 

-2.2798 

Furer Toom Cook 

Multiplication 

1450 86.96 121.431 1251.238 1263.5 80.8422 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.12 Comparison of Area and Power 
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The limit of spillage current upgrades as for the edge downsized voltage and 

temperature alongside the force flexibly for the better execution. The time utilization 

of FPM is assessed dependent on the proportional of recurrence additionally the 

execution time is approved when the consistent recursion esteem is expelled in this 

manner the postpone measure accomplished by the ebb and flow inquiry method. 

One depends on the interleaved multiplication of modular calculation where 

processed the multiplier from the most advanced position. Depends on the 

Montgomery calculation where the process of multiplier is from some of the least 

position. The methods for accelerating these two methodologies have been grown 

independently. In the residue of new system is performed for modular multiplication. 

The new qualities for the change consistent empower the split of the multiplier into 

two sections which would then be able to be process independently, in equal. The top 

part and the low portion of the multiplier can be prepared utilizing by the algorithm of 

interleaved and the Montgomery calculation, individually. Whenever applied to 

calculations with comparable execution and the multiplier is part into halves, it is 

hypothetically conceivable to accomplish the greatest speed of twice that of these two 

calculations when performed separately. Two different use of this new strategy are: 

Firstly, contrasted with the Montgomery technique, transformation speed between the 

first number set and the new build-up framework is conceivably multiplied; and 

Second, pre determination of constants is not, at this point essential. Because of the 

equal preparing, the proposed technique is reasonable for equipment execution and 

furthermore for programming usage in a multiprocessor domain. Change from the 

representation original to the new build-up framework is accomplished by performed 

to the customary secluded multiplication between the numbers. The opposite change 

from the new framework back to the first represents can be performing by multiply of 

both the pictures with the consistent in modulo, which should be possible utilizing the 

Montgomery calculation as clarified toward the finish of this segment. A multiplier of 

modular is dependent on the calculation introduced in the past area comprises of six 

registers, an interleaved secluded multiplier, a digit-sequential Montgomery 

multiplier. Different executions of the interleaved multiplier of modular and the 

Montgomery multiplier are conceivable relying upon the strategies utilized for 

accelerating the count. The higher portion of these methods utilize excess portrayal 

and increment the radix, and the various mixes of the multipliers take into account a 

wide scope of compromises among speed and equipment necessities. Change from the 
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customary whole number set to the new build-up class portrayal can be performed 

with a similar equipment gave that the equipment module which processes the 

interleaved measured duplication emphasizes one additional cycle contrasted with that 

required for secluded augmentation. Opposite change from the residue of new system 

back to the first represents can be perform by utilizing the equipment module that 

processes the Montgomery increase. In cryptographic apps, i.e., in RSA, this 

methodology is significantly more alluring than actualizing two measured multiplier 

processors independently on the grounds that it has the benefit of delivering the yields 

consecutively. Another build-up class portrayal which empowers the Bipartite 

Modular Multiplication splits the multiplier into two sections which can be process by 

utilizing the interleaved secluded augmentation calculation and the Montgomery 

calculation in equal, possibly multiplying the speed. Changes to and fro between the 

first number set and the new build-up framework can be performed at a limit of 

double the speed of the Montgomery technique without the requirement for pre-

computed constants. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

In this section, the overall conclusion and summary of proposed methodologies are 

detailed. In this methodology, the Karatsuba DPFPM model is used for investigating 

the area and power esteems. Also, the accomplished results of area and power is 

contrasted and winning regular FPM approaches. Henceforth, this model is 

accomplished the low power as 73% and reduced 17.8% area for performing FPM 

process. Also, the number-crunching capacities like expansion and multiplication is 

scattered to FPGA quickening agent and CPU with the organizing systems. Here, 

static and dynamic classifications of systems are utilized for scheduler. Also, this 

work planned the SPFPM based SSA model utilizing the HDL for accomplishing 

lower power and area than different strategies. Subsequently, it accomplished low 

power as 0.114W and it is very lower complex to structure.  

In future, the SSA based DPFPM can created for superior. Moreover, the 

proposed SSA-FPGA strategy actualized in Xilinx Virtex-5 xc5vlx20T by utilizing 

Verilog HDL code. The DPFP utilizing SSA multiplier for FPGA quickening agent 

decreased the quantity of LUT, cuts, flip-flop and expands the working recurrence in 

the FPGA quickening agent. Moreover, the FPGA quickening agent orchestrated in 

the Xilinx apparatus for various Virtex gadgets, for example, Virtex-4, Virtex-5, 

Virtex-6, and Virtex-7. The SSA-FPGA strategy accomplished low area and speed up 

contrasted with the current strategies. In this research work, the proposed strategy 

improved the FPGA exhibitions such LUT, cut, flip-flop which has less area 

contrasted with karatsuba and Vedic multiplication calculation. The future extent of 

FPGA quickening agent is, it can play in differing outstanding tasks at hand in AI, 

cloud portions and different applications  

These days, protection of data is progressively significant in every fields particularly 

in remote condition, cryptographic plans assume as a fundamental job for improving 

security in correspondence field. In any case, at times it could troublesome, thus the 

momentum research built up a proficient quick whole number item model with 

twofold accuracy in AES FP number. In this manner, the proposed model usage is 

upgraded the safety efforts of AES mechanism. At last, this created technique 

accomplished 1263.5nW power utilization and 563MHz higher recurrence. 

Accordingly, the correlation outcome demonstrated based on the ability of the 
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anticipated work through decreasing its intricacy and influence. Moreover, the 

advancement of AES mixture scientific model is utilized to increase the presentation 

using augmenting the procedure speed.  

The DPFP number has a critical impact in different applications because of its 

successful execution. Also, in DPFP application the security approach for different 

applications is a significant worry in remote based systems. In correspondence area, 

the security improvement by cryptographic techniques has a crucial impact. In any 

case, the mantissa multiplication in the DPFP makes some pivotal difficulties. Along 

these lines, Karatsuba DPFP multiplication strategy is created to lessen the power 

utilization and area. This method was achieved 73% of diminished power depletion 

along with 17.8% of diminished area by Karatsuba DPFP model. Moreover, the 

intelligent scheduling method is developed for the arithmetic function for the spread 

of FPGA accelerator along with the CPU. Consequently, the SSA is projected in 

SPFP multiplication model by means of HDL. The acceptable 0.114W of power 

depletion and minimized area was obtained by the SPFP based SSA method. The 

complexity of the model is less and the advance SSA based DPFP multiplication 

model is developed for further research. The implementation of SSA based DPFP 

multiplication research is done on Xilinx Virtex-5 by means of Verilog code. While 

compared with the other traditional methods, the SSA based DPFP technique obtained 

more speed and fewer areas. Consequently, the value of flip-flop, LUT, area and slice 

are considerably less with other exiting techniques. In recent times the FPGA 

accelerator scope is mainly important in cloud segments. Therefore, DPFP based 

FTCM model is developed in AES for the security improvement. The projected 

method obtained 1263.5nW of fewer energy consumption and 563MHz of more 

frequency. Moreover, in further research, the security and high-speed performance of 

model can enhance by a new hybridization approach in AES. 
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